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ABSTRACT 

This study examined the mechanical efficiencies of eccentric and 

concentric muscle contractions, as well as their relative efficiency. 

Twenty subjects were tested isokinetically eight times during two 

testing sessions. The subjects performed twenty repetitions of either 

all eccentric or all concentric work with the knee extensor/flexor 

musculature. The KIN/COM dynamometer was used to measure the total work 

output during each test. The efficiency of two types of contractions 

(eccentric and concentric) were examined at two speeds of movement (60 

deg./s and 120 deg./s) and the two intensities of work (low and medium). 

During each test, the oxygen consumption was measured using a MMC 

Horizon metabolic cart. The total work performed during these tests was 

divided by the calculated metabolic cost of the work to obtain the 

efficiency for each test. The relative efficiency of each protocol was 

calculated as the ratio between the eccentric efficiency and the 

concentric efficiency (d) at similar velocities and intensities. 

Analysis of variance with repeated measures was used to examine the 

effects of the independent variables contractions type, exercise speed, 

and the exercise intensity on the dependent variable mechanical 

efficiency. The statistical results revealed that: (a) there was an 

overall decrease in the efficiency for both concentric and eccentric 

contractions with an increase in exercise intensity; (b) the efficiency 

of eccentric contractions were more efficient than concentric muscle 

contractions for any of the conditions tested; and (c) the efficiency of 
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eccentric contractions increased with exercise speed whereas the 

efficiency of concentric contractions showed no change with an increase 

in exercise speed. 

The relative efficiency (d) was dependent only on speed. Intensity 

had no effect on d. 

The results of this study indicate that muscular contraction 

efficiency values are dependent on contraction type, exercise speed, and 

exercise intensity. As such, it is inappropriate to report muscular 

efficiency without also specifying the level of these three factors. 
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Chapter I INTRODUCTION 

1.10 Overview 

The science of sport is becoming increasingly important to 

today's athletes. An athlete's speed, strength, physical makeup 

and techniques are analyzed by the sport scientist to determine why 

some athletes have a competitive edge over other athletes. A 

parameter of performance which has received considerable attention 

is the efficiency with which athletes uses their metabolic stores 

of energy to produce work. This is particularly important for 

those athletes who compete in endurance activities. Marathon 

running, cross country skiing, and long distance cycling are 3 

sports in which efficiency is very important. Athletes, who are 

more efficient, are able to use their energy stores to produce more 

work, which, in these 3 sports can result in lower times. Williams 

(1985) has reported that a relationship exists between submaximal 

metabolic energy costs and performance, particularly within a 

homogeneous population of runners. For example, in the 10 km run, 

65% of the variation in race performance was found to depend on 

running oxygen economy (efficiency) (deVries, 1986). Elite 

marathon athletes have been found to consume less energy at a given 

work output than non-elite athletes (Shorter, 1983). 

Efficiency has been measured in man and in machine since the 

1800's. Efficiency is the ratio between the work done and the 

amount of energy used in doing that work. 
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Work Done 
Efficiency = Energy Used 

The efficiency of steam engines was found to be 10-20%; gasoline 

engines, 20-30%; and the electrical motor, 80-90%. The efficiency 

of man has been found to be typically between 10 and 40 per cent, 

depending on the activity and the method of calculation (deVries, 

1986). 

Attempts to determine the mechanical efficiency of human 

subjects performing complex tasks in the laboratory have generally 

been unsuccessful (Shorter, 1983). There is a lack of consistancy 

in the methods of measurement and the assumptions made in measuring 

efficiency. This has resulted in very inconsistant values for 

efficiency. Studies which have looked at the efficiency of 

athletes have used a number of different (but accepted) 

methodological approaches in calculating the energy consumed 

including direct calorimetry and two methods of indirect 

calorimetry (open and closed circuit). There is a direct 

relationship between oxygen consumption and the number of calories 

used in performing the work, so the energy used can be indirectly 

estimated. Calculations of this metabolic cost during the steady 

state are based on open circuit calorimetry and the assumption that 

energy requirements are met by respiration (Gaesser & Brooks, 

1975). 

Until recently, work done has been calculated as being the 

amount of weight pushed, the distance moved, or the force exerted 

on force transducers while performing an exercise. This is 
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external work, the work done by a body on the objects around it. 

Winter (1979a) has pointed out that internal work, as well as 

external work, must be included in the calculation of total work 

done. Internal work has been defined as the work done in moving 

the limbs of the body in order to do the external work. Internal 

work consists of the work done in accelerating, maintaining and 

decelerating the speed of the limbs. This consists of both 

concentric (positive) and eccentric (negative) work. There is a 

metabolic cost associated with both concentric and eccentric work. 

Concentric work increases the total body energy and eccentric work 

decreases the total body energy. 

There have been a number of methods used to account for the 

internal work component of the efficiency calculation. 

Discrepancies have arisen because some of these methods make 

drastically different assumptions. Williams and Cavanagh (1983) 

compared the efficiency values, calculated from one set of data, 

using several methods of efficiency calculation. They found the 

subject's efficiency to range from 0.31 to 1.97. Clearly, there 

exists a need for further refinement. One major problem is how the 

eccentric work component of the internal work is accounted for. It 

is known that negative work is more efficient than positive work 

(Abbott, 1952; Winter, 1979b) but by how much is still in question. 

When the intent of determining mechanical power is for comparison 

with metabolic work rates, some scheme must be used to account for 

the smaller metabolic cost of negative (eccentric) vs positive 

(concentric) work (Williams & Cavanagh, 1983). The relative 

efficiency of eccentric work divided by the efficiency of 
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concentric work, d (see definition on page 8), has been a ratio 

which many researchers have attempted to determine. However, the 

reported values are suspect since the many confounding variables 

which affect the calculations of eccentric and concentric 

efficiency have not been adequately controlled for. Values for d 

in the literature have ranged from 1.2 to 8 with most values 

approximating 3. 

The purpose of this present study was to examine the 

efficiency levels associated with eccentric and concentric muscle 

contractions, the value of their relative efficiencies (d), and to 

determine how the factors of intensity and speed influence them. 

1.20 Problem 

What are the relative efficiency levels associated with 

concentric and eccentric muscle contractions? 

Is there a consistent ratio, d, which can relate the 

efficiency of eccentric muscular work to concentric muscular work? 

Are efficiency levels influenced by the speed or intensity of 

the muscular contractions? 

1.30 Experimental Hypotheses 

1.31 Concentric muscle contractions are less efficient than 

eccentric muscle contractions. 

Subhypotheses 

1.311 The efficiency of muscular contractions changes with 

changes in the speed of movement. 
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1.3111 The efficiency of eccentric contractions increases as 

the speed of movement increases. 

1.3112 The efficiency of concentric contractions decreases 

as the speed of movement increases. 

1.312 The efficiency of muscular contractions decreases as 

the intensity of the exercise increases. 

1.32 There is a consistent ratio (d) which relates the 

efficiencies of eccentric and concentric muscle work. 

Subhypotheses 

1.321 The ratio d is consistent at both speeds of movement 

tested (60 and 120 deg./s). 

1.322 The ratio d is consistent at both submaximal 

intensities tested (30 and 60% of maximum contraction 

level). 

1.40 Assumptions 

1.41 All subjects were healthy. 

1.42 The KIN/COM accurately measured the internal and external 

work component of this exercise movement. 

1.43 The Metabolic Measuring Cart (MMC) Horizon accurately 

measured the amount of oxygen used by the subject and 

provided an accurate Respiratory Quotient (RQ) value. 

1.44 The effects of co-contractions, isometric contractions, 

and stabilizing contractions on the values of the oxygen 

consumption were insignificant and equal between the 

eccentric and concentric exercise components. 
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1.45 The workloads were all submaximal. 

1.46 Any effects of learning on the tested efficiencies were 

removed by the practice session and the warm up trials. 

1.47 There was no significant difference in the coordination of 

the subjects between the eccentric and concentric 

protocols. 

1.48 There was no significant difference in the metabolic 

processes during recovery, betweeen eccentric and 

concentric work. 

1.49 This study assumed a theoretical average phosphate to 

oxygen (P/O) ratio of 3.0 for the mitochondrial electron 

transport chain. 

1.410 A free energy change for the hydrolysis of ATP of -11.0 

kcal/mole was assumed. 

1.50 Limitations 

1.51 The subject's ability to produce consistent effort at the 

desired load level using the feedback mechanism. 

1.52 The precision with which the point at which VO2 returns to 

the resting level can be established. 

1.53 Inaccuracies in the RQ which occur because of protein 

metabolism, lactic acid buildup or hyperventilation. 

1.60 Delimitations 

The results of this study are delimited to the flexors and 
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extensorsof the knee for a healthy male/female population between 

the ages of 20 to 35 years. 

The results are also delimited to the intensities and speeds 

of work used in this study. 

1.70 Definition of Terms 

1.71 Aerobic Metabolism - is the process in which oxygen acts 

as the final electron acceptor in the respiratory chain 

during energy metabolism. It allows a considerable 

transfer of usable energy through oxidative 

phosphorylation in the respiratory chain. (McArdle, Katch 

& Katch, 1986) 

1.72 Anaerobic Metabolism - is the process in which energy is 

released when glucose is broken down without the presence 

of oxygen. (McArdle, Katch & Katch, 1986) 

1.73 Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR) - is the rate of energy 

utilization in the body during absolute rest but while the 

person is awake. (Winter, 1979b) 

1.74 calorie - is the quantity of heat required to raise the 

temperature of one gram of water, one degree Celsius. 

(Guyton, 1981) 

1.75 Calorie - 1000 calories. 
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1.76 Concentric Muscle Action - an action which occurs as the 

muscle is shortening, as when raising a weight; positive 

work is being done. (Komi, 1984) 

1.77 d - is the efficiency of the eccentric work divided by the 

efficiency of the concentric work. 

1.78 Eccentric Muscle Action - an action which occurs as the 

muscle is lengthening, as occurs when lowering a weight; 

negative work is being done. (Komi, 1984) 

1.79 Efficiency - is the work accomplished, divided by the 

energy expended to do that work (Stainsby, Gladden, 

Barclay & Wilson, 1980) 

1.710 Energy Cost - is the number of calories which are used to 

perform a particular activity. 

1.711 External Work - is the work done by a person on an object 

external to the body. It is usually measured by an 

ergometer of some type. 

1.712 Intensity - is the relative workload level used during a 

test period. 

Low intensity - 30% of the maximum force development. 

Medium intensity - 60% of the maximum force development. 
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1.713 Internal Work - is the work done in moving the limbs of 

the body during exercise. It occurs during raising, 

lowering, accelerating or decelerating the limb 

segments. (Williams, 1985) 

1.714 Negative Work - is an action which decreases the subject's 

kinetic or potential energy. The muscle moment acts in 

the opposite direction to the movement of the joint, and 

energy is absorbed by the muscles. (Winter, 1979b) 

1.715 02 debt - is the amount of 02 consumed during recovery 

above the pre exercise resting rate of oxygen uptake 

(V02). (Whipp and Wasserman, 1972) 

1.716 0 2 deficit - is the difference between the predicted 

amount of 0 2 required to perform the exercise (product of 

steady state V02 and the duration of the work) and the 

actual cumulative 0 2 consumption. (Whipp & Wasserman, 

1972) 

1.717 Positive Work - is an action which increases a subject's 

potential or kinetic energy. The muscle moment acts in 

the same direction as the movement of the joint. (Winter, 

1979b) 

1.718 Respiratory Quotient (RQ) - is the ratio of metabolic gas 

exchange. This ratio of carbon dioxide produced in 
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relation to oxygen consumed varies somewhat depending on 

the substrate metabolized during metabolism. (McArdle, 

Katch & Katch, 1986) 

1.80 Justification 

In order to accurately determine the efficiency of any gross 

human movement, appropriate techniques for the measurement and 

calculation of both energy expenditure and muscular work are 

required. At first glance this seems to be a straight forward 

task, but the large range of efficiency values reported in the 

literature indicates otherwise. Several researchers have provided 

models and have attempted to accurately quantify efficiency, but 

there seems to be no satisfactory work - 

Williams and Cavanagh, in 1983, collected 

used one set of data with all the models 

energy model existing. 

a number of models and 

to compare the models' 

calculations of efficiency. They found efficiencies which ranged 

from 0.31 to 1.97. They found the models to be very dependent on 

assumptions involving the amount of between segment energy transfer 

occurring, the relative metabolic cost of positive vs negative 

work, the amount of the total negative work attributable to 

muscular sources, the effects of elastic storage of energy, as well 

as the choice of the cut off frequency in filtering the coordinate 

data. Shorter (1983) felt that, because of all these variables, it 

was not possible to make definitive statements concerning 

mechanical efficiency values with the energy models currently 

existing. 
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In this study, the relative efficiency of eccentric and 

concentric muscle contractions will be examined. In the past, some 

researchers have ignored eccentric work and others have used ratios 

which had little scientific background. The importance of 

understanding the negative component in efficiency can be 

illustrated by an example from running (Winter, 1978). Suppose the 

positive and negative work per stride was 60 Joules (J) each and 

the metabolic cost per stride was 300 J. If only positive work is 

considered, the efficiency would be calculated as 20% (60J/300J). 

If both positive and negative work is considered and the energy 

cost is the same, then the efficiency is 40% (120J/300J). If 

negative work is twice as efficient as positive work, then the 

efficiency for positive work would be 30% (60J/200J), and for 

negative work it would be 60% (60J/100J) (Winter, 1978). It is 

known (Aura & Komi, 1986b; Knuttgen, 1971) that eccentric 

efficiency is greater than concentric efficiency but there are 

conflicting reports as to how much greater. There must be some 

scheme used to account for the smaller metabolic cost of the 

eccentric vs concentric muscular work in order to determine 

relative efficiencies. 

This study will control for some variables and test the 

effects of other variables which in the past have made the 

measurement of efficiency inaccurate. This study will use the 

KIN/COM dynamometer, which can accurately determine the eccentric 

and concentric work outputs during the testing, and the MMC Horizon 

metabolic cart, which can accurately determine the oxygen uptake 

and RQ of the subject. The variables affecting efficiency will 
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either be tested (contraction type, speed of movement, intensity of 

work) or controlled. In this way, a more accurate assessment of 

efficiency can be completed. 
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Chapter 2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.10 Literature Pertaining to Muscle Mechanics 

Muscle can be represented mechanically as a model with two 

components: 1) a contractile component (CC), and 2) a non 

contractile component. The contractile component consists of 

myofibrils, in which actin and myosin crossbridging occurs causing 

the action of the muscle. The non contractile component includes 

a series elastic component (SEC) and a parallel elastic 

• . •••1011. •Meas.imfft ••••= 1, 

CC 

SEC 

as. ommmIr 

MUSCLE UNIT 

1 

J 

EXTERNAL 
LOAD 

Figure 2.1 A two component muscle model composed of a 
contractile component (CC) and a series elastic component 
(SEC) (From "A Comparative Isokinetic Study of the Dynatrac 
Prototype and a Conventional Pulley Machine" (p. 10) by C.J. 
Price, 1988, Unpublished Masters Thesis). 

component (PEC). The SEC is composed primarily of muscle tendon 

and the PEC consists of the connective tissue sheath surrounding 

the contractile element (Dean, 1988; Winter, 1990). 

Concentric muscle actions occur when the muscle shortens, and 
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positive work is done. Lifting a weight is an example of a 

concentric muscle action. The increase in tension causes actin and 

myosin crossbridging to shorten the length of the myofibrils in the 

contractile component. The elastic components do not contribute to 

the net force generated. 

Eccentric muscle actions occur when the muscle lengthens 

during contraction. The muscle exerts a force by developing 

tension and then controls its lengthening in the direction of the 

opposing force (Dean, 1988). The elongation of the muscle is 

controlled by the active contraction of the CC and the passive 

resistance to stretch of the SEC and PEC. The elastic components 

thus contribute to the net force generated by the muscle so that 

less tension is required from the CC. The muscle lengthens because 

the SEC and PEC are stretched and because there is sarcomere 

slippage in the CC (Dean, 1988; Komi, 1984; Komi, 1990). This 

mechanical process is poorly understood but is the reason that 

higher forces can be attained in eccentric work than concentric 

work. 

The force development in eccentric work can be much higher 

than during concentric or isometric work, because the force 

required to break the actin and myosin cross-bridges is greater 

than that required to maintain them at their isometric length or to 

form new bridges (Winter, 1990). Figure 2.2 illustrates the manner 

in which the maximum force generated by muscle varies as it changes 

from a concentric to an isometric to an eccentric contaction. As 

velocity of contraction increases, concentric force decreases while 

eccentric force increases. 
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Figure 2.2 Classic Force-Velocity relationship of skeletal 
muscle,showing a decrease of tension as the muscle shortens 
and an increase as it lengthens. All characteristics must 
be taken with the muscle at one length. A family of curves 
result if different levels of activation are plotted; shown 
are the curves at 25, 50, 75 and 100% levels of activation. 
(From Biomechanics and Motor Control of Human Movement (p. 
165) by D.A. Winter, 1990, Toronto: John Wiley and Sons) 

Research has also shown that the peak force development is 

related to the velocity of muscle shortening or lengthening. 

Rizzardo, in 1988, found that eccentric peak torque was greater 

than concentric peak torque at all of the velocities tested. For 

concentric actions, the force a muscle can generate has been shown 

to be inversely related to the velocity of shortening (Dean, 1988). 

Others (Eloranta & Komi, 1980; Rizzardo, 1988) have found peak 

concentric torques which decreased from 60 deg./s to 120 deg./s but 

then increased towards 180 deg./s. Eccentric force development 
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increases significantly as velocity increases until a maximum is 

reached (around 140-150 deg./s) before leveling off or decreasing 

slightly. (Dean, 1988; Eloranta & Komi, 1980; Rizzardo, 1988;) 

There is a difference in the effect of fatigue on eccentric and 

concentric work. Fatigue may cause a greater drop in force 

development during eccentric work. Eccentric force development is 

much higher at maximal contraction levels. However, Komi and 

Viitasalo (1977) found that after fatigue had set in, the force 

development was similar for eccentric and concentric contractions. 

Also, the iEMG was similar throughout. Gray and Chandler (1989) 

found results conflicting with those of Komi and Viitasalo. They 

found little drop in the torque eccentrically and a significant 

drop (47.7%) concentrically. The difference between these studies 

may be caused by soreness in the subject's muscles. Komi and 

Viitasalo found that greater fatigue occurred in the subjects when 

working eccentrically and that the subjects suffered extreme muscle 

soreness. In Gray and Chandler's study, no muscle soreness was 

reported. Thus, a subject's previous muscle conditioning may 

preclude the onset of muscle soreness as a result of eccentric 

exercise. 

The work of Huxley and Simmons (1971) has shown that there is 

considerable elastic potential residing in the actin-myosin cross 

bridges. However, this elasticity would act as a component of the 

series elastic component of the muscle and as such would onluy 

affect the time course of the developed muscle tension and not the 

magnitude of the peak tension. This would be true for both 

concentric and eccentric contractions. 
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It is documented that soreness occurs after eccentric exercise 

when subjects exercise maximally and have not trained eccentrically 

at that level (Dean, 1988; Rasch, 1974). Soreness is not 

documented in similar circumstances for concentric work. Komi 

(1990) stated that the soreness may not be caused by the eccentric 

work, but by the extremely high forces which can be generated 

eccentrically. Similar soreness would be expected during 

concentric training at high loads that one is not accustomed to 

(Komi, 1990). 

The amount of force development in a concentric muscle 

contraction can be significantly affected by the preceding 

eccentric muscle contraction. It has been found that the storage 

of elastic energy after eccentric actions can increase the speed, 

efficiency and power of the following concentric action, of the 

same muscle, by up to 40% (Asmussen & Bonde-Peterson, 1974; 

deVries, 1986; Ito, Komi, Sjodin, Bosco & Karisson; Pierrynowski, 

1980). This elastic energy response is demonstrated when the 

muscle is allowed to shorten (contract concentrically) immediately 

after the active stretch. This is attributed to the recoil of the 

elastic energy stored in the series elastic component of the muscle 

(SEC) during the eccentric phase. If the recoil of elastic energy 

takes place in the subsequent concentric phase, a higher positive 

work efficiency results than if there were no preceding eccentric 

work (Bosco, 1982; Ito et al., 1983; Komi, 1984; Moritani, 1985). 

Komi (1984) states that this recoil is purely elastic. When the 

muscle is stretched, the muscle increases its tension and stores 

potential elastic energy in its series elastic component. Some of 
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this stored energy can be recovered if the time between stretching 

and shortening is favorable. If the muscle maintains its stretch 

too long, most of the stored energy is wasted as heat. 

When trying to determine the efficiency of eccentric or 

concentric contractions, the effect of the stored elastic response 

can be an unwanted variable. In any stretch-shortening cycle 

exercise, the concentric and eccentric phases cannot be treated 

separately. The eccentric contraction influences the subsequent 

concentric contraction phase by either increasing the maximal work 

output or decreasing the EMG activation in submaximal situations 

(Komi, 1984). Therefore, in attempting to determine the separate 

efficiencies of eccentric and concentric muscle contractions, the 

stretch-shortening cycle must be avoided. To avoid this problem, 

the efficiencies are best calculated when the exercise done is all 

eccentric or all concentric. 

Important Points 

1) Concentric muscle actions occur as the muscle shortens with 

the contractile component (CC) providing the force for the 

muscle action. 

2) Eccentric muscle actions occur as the muscle lengthens with 

the contractile components (CC) providing the force for the 

muscle action. 

3) The eccentric contractions result in much higher peak forces 

than concentric muscle actions because of the greater forces 

needed to break the protein cross bridges. (Dean, 1988; 

Eloranta & Komi, 1980; Knuttgen, 1986; Rizzardo, 1988; Winter, 
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1990). 

4) At comparable force development, eccentric contractions result 

in much lower integrated electromyograms. Therefore it is 

concluded that fewer motor units are recruited in eccentric 

contractions to produce the same force as in concentric 

contractions. 

5) There is more tension developed by the SEC during eccentric 

work than concentric work. (Dean, 1988; Knuttgen, 1986; 

Moritani, 1988) 

6) Fatigue and soreness have been shown to affect the force 

development of eccentric muscle actions more than concentric 

ones. However, this may only occur because the subjects are 

working at higher loads than they are accustomed to. 

7) As velocity increases, concentric force decreases while 

eccentric force increases. 

8) The stretch-shortening cycle can significantly increase the 

force and efficiency of a concentric contraction; therefore, 

to determine the pure levels of concentric force development 

the stretch-shortening cycle must be avoided. 

2.20 Literature Pertaining to the Metabolic Cost of Exercise 

The metabolic cost of exercise is the amount of energy used by 

the body to perform that exercise. Essentially, all the energy 

expended by the body is eventually converted into heat. The only 

exception occurs when muscles are used to perform some form of work 

outside of the body (Guyton, 1981). In this case, the energy is 
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converted into potential or kinetic energy. The total amount of 

energy used can be divided into two parts: 1) the energy used 

directly by the body for any movement or activities in which it is 

engaged, and 2) the energy used to maintain the body's systems. 

The Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR) is the rate of energy utilization in 

the body during absolute rest, but while the body is awake (Winter, 

1979b). The metabolic cost of exercise is considered to be the 

energy utilization above the BMR. The accepted unit of energy used 

in discussing metabolic cost is the calorie. 

There are two ways to measure metabolic cost: 1) direct, and 

2) indirect calorimetry. Direct calorimetry measures the total 

quantity of heat liberated from the body in a given time. The 

human body is basically a heat machine which turns the calories of 

foodstuffs into heat. In direct calorimetry, the subject is placed 

in an air chamber that is insulated such that no heat goes through 

the walls. Heat from the body warms the air of the chamber. The 

air of the chamber is maintained at a constant level by forcing the 

air through pipes in a cool water bath. The rate of heat gain by 

the water bath, which can be measured accurately by a thermometer, 

is equal to the rate at which heat is liberated by the subject's 

body (deVries, 1986; Guyton, 1981). Calorimeters have been used to 

measure BMR's, but have been used less efficiently to calculate the 

metabolic cost during exercise. Any exercise apparatus must be 

external to the environment so that the heat of friction from any 

machinery does not add to the heat measured by the calorimeter. 

Keeping the machinery external to the calorimeter has been 

attempted by some researchers, and in one study (Webb, Saris, 
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Schoffelen, Schnau & Ten Hoor, 1988), a calorimeter was made as a 

suit of clothing which would keep all exercise equipment external 

to the heat measuring apparatus. Direct calorimetry is seldom used 

in exercise physiology for two main reasons. The equipment is 

expensive, and the methodology of direct calorimetry is much more 

difficult to perform than indirect calorimetry. 

Indirect calorimetry is the method most commonly used to 

measure metabolic cost. Since more that 95% of the energy expended 

in the body is derived from the reaction of 02 with different 

foods, the metabolic rate can be calculated with a high degree of 

accuracy from the rate of oxygen utilization. Guyton (1981) states 

that direct and indirect calorimetry are comparable and that the 

difference in measured metabolic cost is less than one percent. 

There are two methods of indirect calorimetry; closed circuit 

and open circuit spirometry. In the closed circuit spirometry 

method, the subject inspires from a face mask that is connected to 

an 0 2 cylinder. Expired air goes back to an 0 2 chamber by way of 

a soda lime canister where the CO2 is absorbed. Thus, only 02

remains in the chamber after the respiratory exchange. The net 

loss of 0 2 is calculated as the difference between the amount of 02

in the 0 2 chamber before the exchange and the amount in the chamber 

after the exchange. This method is fairly simple but it is not 

very accurate (+/- 10%). In addition, there is no recorded value 

for the CO2 produced so a respiratory quotient (RQ) cannot be 

calculated (deVries, 1986, Guyton, 1981). 

In the open-circuit spirometry, the expired air is analyzed. 

The 02 and CO2 amounts are calculated during the period of 
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measurement. The expired air can be collected and analyzed using 

either: 1)a light weight portable spirometer (which is worn on the 

back); 2) Douglas bags; or 3) metabolic cart gas analyzers. 

After the gases are measured and analyzed the caloric value 

of the oxygen used can be calculated. There is a direct 

relationship between the oxygen used and the calories liberated. 

However, there are a number of factors which alter the caloric 

value of a litre of 0 2. The foodstuff (glucose, starches, fat and 

proteins) metabolized is the main factor which affects this value. 

The average value is 4.825 Calories per litre of 0 2 and this will 

be accurate within 4% no matter what the diet is (Guyton, 1981). 

By using the RQ, the foodstuffs metabolized can be identified and 

a more accurate value can be used. 

Heart rate during exercise can also be used to estimate V02. 

Heart rate and 02 consumption are linearly related during 

submaximal exercise so the VO2 can be estimated by knowing the 

heart rate (Bigland & Woods, 1976; Guyton, 1981). This method is 

not as accurate as the open circuit method of indirect calorimetry 

because there is no mechanism to incorporate the caloric difference 

between foodstuffs used in this calculation. 

In order to calculate the caloric cost of exercise, the cost 

of maintaining the resting rate must be subtracted from the total 

metabolic cost of the exercise. The resting rate of 02 consumption 

is the rate before the exercise has started, when the subject 

breathes normally and is resting quietly. To complete the 

calculation of caloric cost of exercise, the 0 2 and CO2 collection 

period is continued through the exercise period and into recovery 
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until the Vol approximates the resting rate. 

In general terms (Lamb, 1984): 
Net 0 2 Cost of Exercise(liters) = Exercise V02 + Recovery V02

- [Resting V02 X (Total Exercise 
and Recovery Time)] 

and 

Net Caloric Cost of Exercise = Net 0 Cost of Exercise(1) X 
Caloric Equivalent of a Litre 

of 02 

However, during exercise and recovery, the substrate which the 

subject is using for food often changes as evidenced by a variable 

RQ rate. To be more accurate, the Net Caloric cost of each time 

period should be used (the MMC Horizon calculates the RQ every 15 

seconds). Then the 

N 
Net Caloric Cost = 
of Exercise 1 

where: N = the number 
recovery 

[(Exercise or Recovery V02 X Caloric 
Equivalent of a litre of 0 2 (from RQ)) 

- (Resting V02 X Caloric Equivalent of a 
litre of 02)] 

of time segments during the exercise and 

Factors Affecting Metabolic Cost 

There are a number of factors which influence the metabolic 

cost of exercise. 

technique 

Many of these variables are dependant on 

and can be eliminated with careful planning and 

measurement. Some of the factors affecting the metabolic rate are 

listed below (Guyton, 1981). 
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1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Exercise 

Daily Living 

Working 

Specific Dynamic Action of Protein 

5) Age 

6) Thyroid Hormone 

7) Sympathetic Stimulation 

8) Male Sex Hormone 

9) Growth Hormone 

10) Fever 

11) Climate 

12) Sleep 

13) Motivation 

In determining metabolic cost of exercise, several of these 

factors must be controlled. The resting metabolic rate of the 

subject should be as low and stable as possible. This resting 

condition may not be the Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR) but it must be 

a low repeatable rate. To provide this situation, a few guidelines 

are important (Guyton, 1981). 

1) Little food ingested during the previous 12 Hours 

2) Good sleep the night before 

3) No strenuous exercise that day 

4) Little sensory stimulation on the subject 

5) Room temperature between 68-80 degrees Fahrenheit (because 

outside this range the BMR increases) 

This resting rate is very important because it is the value 

which is subtracted from the total energy cost to determine the net 
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cost of exercise. For these base line subtractions to be valid, 

the resting rate of energy use must be unchanged when the work rate 

changes or the exercise conditions are altered. However, the base 

lines do change due to the exercise. Gastrointestinal processes, 

splanchnic metabolism and mean body temperature all increase. The 

energy used to ventilate the lungs also increases (Stainsby, 

Gladden, Barclay & Wilson, 1980). There are a number of metabolic 

changes in the body which occur due to the exercise that are not a 

part of the energy expended by the muscles in doing the external 

work. Since these changes are due to the exercise they will have 

to be classified as part of the net cost of the exercise to ensure 

that the resting baseline remains valid. 

During exercise, there are factors which can increase the 

metabolic rate without being essential for the performance of the 

external work. These factors must be reduced as much as possible. 

They are comprised of the muscular work of antagonistic and 

stabilizing muscles. Any contractions caused by muscles, other 

than those doing the external work or those involved in the 

maintenance of the resting metabolism, will use excess energy. 

This energy cost will be added to the energy cost of the muscles 

whose work is being measured. However, the amount of work done by 

these muscles will not be measured. Therefore, these contractions 

will decrease the apparent efficiency of the work. It is therefore 

essential that the subject relaxes all non-working muscles as much 

as possible. Relaxation is more difficult at higher work loads 

because stabilization becomes more important at higher work loads. 

Increased activity has been found in many stabilizing muscles in 
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the hips and trunk during increased work of the knee 

extensor/flexor mechanism. These contractions are largely 

isometric and similar in activity during both eccentric and 

concentric work (Bigland & Woods, 1976). The work done by 

stabilizing muscles was suggested to be less than 5% of the total 

during any activity (Bigland & Woods, 1976). By using methods in 

which straps provide the stabilization for the body, the energy 

cost of stabilization can be greatly reduced. Eloranta and Komi 

(1980), found that during knee extension conditions, the 

semimembranosus, an antagonistic muscle, did demonstrate slight 

activity during stabilization. They also found the energy cost of 

this antagonistic muscle action was very small. 

An important factor in determining energy cost is the food 

from which the energy is derived. Depending on the food used for 

the energy, the caloric equivalent of a litre of 02 used, can range 

from 4.681 to 5.047 kcal. The type of food used is determined by 

the availability of the energy rich compounds and the requirements 

of the exercise. 

Aerobic and Anaerobic Metabolism 

Aerobic metabolism is the process in which energy is released 

from foodstuffs with the presence of oxygen. Anaerobic metabolism 

is the process in which energy is released without the presence of 

oxygen. 

The main source of energy in the body comes from the splitting 

of Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) molecules. The free energy from 

ATP hydrolysis has been found to be approximately 11,000 cal/mole 
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for muscular contractions (Whipp & Wasserman, 1969). However, it 

is almost impossible (very impractical and very difficult) to 

directly measure the number of pyrophosphate bonds (from ATP) 

hydrolyzed. The theoretical average ratio of the number of ATP 

molecules formed to the number of half-molecules of 02 reduced by 

the enzymes of the mitochondrial electron transport chain is 3 (P/0 

ratio = 3). If the assumption is made that, in the steady state, 

ATP and creatine phosphate (CP) levels are maintained by the 

breakdown of foodstuffs, then the rate of ATP utilization is 

related to 02 consumption. For each mole of 0 2 consumed, there are 

6 moles of ATP utilized as the energy for muscular work (Whipp & 

Wasserman, 1969). At the beginning of exercise, the source of the 

energy comes from the breakdown of CP which is stored in the muscle 

fibers. The breakdown of CP does not require the presence of 

oxygen delivered by the blood: therefore it is said to be an 

anaerobic process; 

CP + ADP -> C + ATP 

CP and stored ATP are always used initially. Then the energy 

source changes among glycogen, blood glucose, and fatty acids. All 

of these are used during aerobic metabolism. During the critical 

moments of exercise, the sum of the 02 stored in the vicinity of 

the muscle mitochondria is used and is able to provide the needed 

oxygen for the initial aerobic production of ATP (Whipp, Seard & 

Wasserman, 1970). The 02 is found in the oxyhemoglobin, 

oxymyoglobin, and 02 dissolved in the tissue fluids. Fuel 

molecules are changed into similar molecules with smaller amounts 

of energy in their bonds and the excess energy is used to produce 
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ATP for Adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and P (Guyton, 1981; Knuttgen 

& Saltin, 1972; Lamb, 1984). 

Carbohydrate breakdown can be considered in two steps: 

anaerobic (or glycolysis) and aerobic (or the entrance of pyruvate 

into the tricarboxylic acid cycle and respiratory chain). Under 

certain conditions large quantities of pyruvate can be transformed 

to lactate resulting in increased concentrations of lactate being 

observed in the muscle tissue (Knuttgen & Saltin, 1984). 

If oxygen is present, the aerobic pathway will probably be 

used to meet the energy requirements of exercise. Carbohydrates, 

fats and proteins can all be used to provide energy. Carbohydrates 

are used first during exercise. The breakdown of one mole of 

glucose will free 38 ATP molecules. Two molecules of ATP are freed 

during glycolysis, 2 during the citric acid cycle and 34 during 

oxidative phosphorylation (when the carbohydrate enters the 

electron transport system) (Guyton, 1981; Lamb, 1984; Lloyd & 

Zacks, 1973). Fat is an excellent reserve for energy production 

both at rest and during exercise. In fact, one of the 

physiological adaptations that occurs when a person trains for long 

distance running, cycling, or skiing is that fat tends to be used 

preferentially for ATP production during submaximal exercise while 

carbohydrate is spared. The breakdown of carbohydrates is 12% more 

efficient that the breakdown of fat. It takes 6 02 molecules to 

produce 38 ATP from glucose and 26 02 molecules to produce 147 ATP 

molecules from fat (Lamb, 1984). 

The contribution to ATP production from protein is very small 

during exercise. Only when the person is starving or eating a diet 
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low in carbohydrates does it make a large contribution. Protein 

contributes about 5% of the body's total energy (Lamb, 1984). 

Anaerobic metabolism also plays a very important part in most 

exercise. During the first few seconds of light exercise and 

throughout short duration, heavy exercise, ATP is produced by 

anaerobic mechanisms, mostly by the breakdown of CP, muscle 

glycogen or glucose. There are 3 main reasons why anaerobic 

metabolism occurs: 1) It takes a few seconds for the circulation to 

deliver the required 02 to the working muscles at the start of any 

exercise; 2) Aerobic metabolism is initiated by the presence of 

excess ADP. Until ADP accumulates from ATP breakdown, ATP 

production does not begin aerobically. Therefore, ATP must be 

generated anaerobically until the aerobic production can catch up; 

3) During heavy work, the demand for ATP is too great to be met 

solely by aerobic energy production and anaerobic metabolism must 

occur to meet the high rate of energy use by the muscle (Lamb, 

1984). 

The usual anaerobic pathway produces two molecules of lactic 

acid (from pyruvic acid) and 2 molecules of ATP from one molecule 

of glucose. The best source of anaerobic energy is glycogen. 

During glycolysis 3 ATP molecules are provided because it does not 

require 1 ATP to phosphorylate itself (glucose does) (Guyton, 

1981). However, the supplies of glycogen in the body are small, 

and therefore the main source of anaerobic energy is glucose. 

When the work rate is high enough, the total 02 available for 

metabolism may be inadequate to provide the energy necessary for 

muscle contraction during the early minutes of exercise. 
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Additional energy would then be derived from anaerobic glycolysis. 

The use of glycolysis resulting in lactate formation has been shown 

to have little or no involvement in exercise at intensities lower 

than 60% of the maximum rate of oxygen uptake (V02 MAX) (Knuttgen 

& Saltin, 1972). At higher levels of exercise, large increases in 

lactate were found in both muscle and blood which were proportional 

to the exercise intensity (Knuttgen & Saltin, 1972). Glycolysis 

can continue until lactic acid accumulation in the muscle becomes 

too high. Excess lactic acid in the muscle inactivates 

phosphorylase and phosphofructokinase (which seem to be the 

regulating enzymes of glycolysis) (Lamb, 1984). 

The effect of lactate production on energy consumption has 

been studied but is still not fully understood. It is costly to 

reconvert lactic acid to glucose during recovery. It takes 6 ATP 

to reconvert 1 mole of lactic acid to glucose which only produced 

2 ATP initially. During aerobic metabolism, the glucose is 

transformed into CO2 and H2O and has no end product which must be 

reconverted during recovery. During exercise, it is difficult to 

estimate the energy production due to lactic acid formation. 

Lactate concentrations in the body represent the balance between 

lactate formation and removal. Lactate, which is oxidized to CO2

and H2O or converted to glycogen during exercise is energetically 

accounted for by the measurement of the exercise and recovery V02. 

However, lactate which does not undertake these reactions remains 

unaccounted for. Attempts to assign an absolute value to the 

energy production from this remaining lactate based on blood 

lactate levels have been questioned. Gladden and Welch (1978) 
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attempted to quantify the 02 equivalent of lactate. They derived 

an equivalent by multiplying the blood lactate concentration in 

mmoles per litre of blood by 5.2 02/kg per mmole lactate blood 

(using the lactate level at 4.5 minutes post exercise). Kamon 

(1970) (climbing a laddermill) and Davies and Barnes (1972) 

(treadmill walking) also studied the effect of lactic acid and 

found that the effect on total energy consumption to be negligible, 

except for long heavy workloads. 

Lactic acid production is a factor which has a negative effect 

on energy consumption and efficiency. In order to study the energy 

cost of exercise without this factor, exercise has been studied 

where the intensity of exercise is kept low enough to ensure that 

the build up of lactic acid is not a factor. The point at which 

lactic acid build up begins is called the Anaerobic Threshold. It 

is thought to occur sometime after the first minute and before 

steady 

1970). 

begins 

2.3 on 

state conditions are achieved (Whipp, Seard & Wasserman, 

It is the point at which the blood lactate accumulation 

to increase (around 4 mmol) (Luhtanen, 1987). (See Figure 

page 33). Wells, Morrissey and Hughson (1986) define the 

Ventilatory Anaerobic Threshold as the initial point of departure 

from linearity of the relationship between expired ventilation and 

oxygen uptake. In their study, they obtained the point from a 

computerized algorithm utilizing multisegment linear regression. 

To ensure that all trials were performed utilizing primarily 

aerobic metabolism, the work rates chosen were those which elicited 

oxygen uptake values equal to 30, 60, and 90% of the ventilatory 

anaerobic threshold (VT) of the subject in their study with the 
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highest threshold. The VT's of subjects in their study ranged from 

2.4 litres 02/min to 3.09 litres 02/min. Lactate concentrations 

were analyzed by taking samples of the subject's blood at a 

specific point during the exercise. 
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Figure 2.3. Blood lactate acid concentration in 
relation to relative VO2 MAX (From "Negative [Eccentric] work. 
I. Effects of repeated work" by C.T.M. Davies and C. Barnes, 
1972, Ergonomics, 15, p. 11).0 

Oxygen Debt and Deficit 

When exercise begins, the VO2 measured initially 

underestimates the true 0 2 required for the exercise. The energy 

difference is supplied by the "stores" of 02 in the exercising 

muscle, venous blood, the stores of available high energy phosphate 

molecules (ATP and CP) and under certain conditions, by anaerobic 

glycolysis. The inadequacy of the aerobic energy production to 

meet the total energy needs of the body at the start of exercise is 

called the oxygen deficit (Lamb, 1984; Whipp & Wasserman, 1972). 
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If steady state 0 2 uptake had been reached instantaneously at the 

start of exercise there would be no oxygen deficit, as the aerobic 

energy production would be meeting the body's demands. The deficit 

is the difference between the theoretical steady state cost of the 

exercise and the actual 02 uptake observed during the exercise 

period. 

02 deficit = (Steady state exercise V02 X Exercise time) 
- Exercise V02

(Lamb, 1984) 

In a study by Bonde-Peterson, Knuttgen and Henriksson (1972), the 

02 deficit was calculated as the difference in 0 2 consumption during 

the first three minutes of exercise and three times the value 

during the forth minute (which was considered to be the steady 

state value). 

The V02 of an exercising subject begins at rest before the 

subject starts exercising, then increases as the exercise starts 

until it reaches its steady state value. When the exercise stops, 

the V02 eventually returns to the resting value. The difference 

between the 0 2 consumed during this recovery and the 02 that would 

have been consumed during the period if the subject was at rest is 

called the oxygen debt. 

Oxygen Debt = recovery VO2 -(Resting V02 X min of Recovery) 

(Lamb, 1984) 

The excessive 0 2 consumption during recovery is used to: 

1) Reconvert the lactic acid back to glucose. 

2) Reconvert the decomposed ATP and CP to their original 

states. 
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3) Re-establish normal concentrations of the 0 2 bound with 

haemoglobin and myoglobin. 

4) Raise the concentration of 0 2 in the lungs to a normal 

level. (Guyton, 1981) 

In other words, the oxygen debt period restores the energy 

sources back to their pre-exercise levels and states. This is a 

result of the excessive, post-exercise, 02 consumption which 

enables the electron transport system to replenish body's energy 

levels. 

0 2 debt has been divided into 2 parts by many researchers 

trying to simplify it (Knuttgen, 1970; Lamb, 1984). The 2 

components are the lactacid and the alactacid parts. The alactacid 

or fast component occurs very quickly and lasts only a short time 

(up to 4 min). Knuttgen and Saltin (1972) found that the fast 

component repayment was proportional to the exercise intensity and 

was always repaid by 6 minutes. Knuttgen (1970) stated that it was 

complete in four minutes. During this portion, the high energy 

phosphate compounds are restored to their pre-exercise levels. The 

depleted ATP and CP stores are regenerated, the 02 is restored to 

the myoglobin in muscle, and the 0 2 is resupplied to tissue fluids 

and the blood. 

The other component is the lactacid or slow component. During 

this phase, the remaining lactate is reconverted into a pre-

exercise state. Most of the lactic acid produced is oxidized to 

CO2 and H2O while a small portion is used for the resynthesis of 

glycogen. This component of the 02 debt is repaid about 30 times 

slower than the alactacid component. Knuttgen and Saltin stated 
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that this period was always completed within 45 minutes of 

recovery. 

The relationships between oxygen debt, deficit and phosphate 

depletion conform to two concepts. First, the ATP and CP stores 

provide a certain portion of the energy requirements at the start 

of exercise which is not accounted for by aerobic processes. This 

phosphate depletion causes the fast component of the 0 2 debt and is 

a portion of the 0 2 deficit (at lower intensities, it may account 

for all of the deficit). It is restored in the first 3-6 minutes 

of recovery. When anaerobic metabolism resulting in lactic acid 

occurs it adds to the 0 2 deficit and debt. The additional debt is 

the lactacid component which takes longer to restore as the lactic 

acid goes through reconversion to glycogen or conversion to CO2 and 

H2O. Gladden and Welch (1978) quantified these 2 stages. The 0 2

uptake during minutes 6-15 of recovery was fitted with a straight 

line by the method of least squares. The line was extrapolated to 

the start of recovery. The area under the line was the lactacid 

component and above the line was the alactacid component. 

The magnitude of the oxygen debt is almost always greater than 

the oxygen deficit. In studies by Knuttgen (1970) and Knuttgen and 

Saltin (1972), the 0 2 debt was found to be greater than the 02

deficit in all cases. They also found that both dramatically 

increased above 60% of V02 MAX. The difference between deficit and 

debt is thought to be caused by the homeostatic disturbance which 

the exercise causes on the body. The fact that even at low work 

loads, which produce little or no blood lactate, a difference is 

found between the debt and deficit supports this thought. Many 
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factors may play a role in causing a disturbance, such as: 

1) Increased body temperature during exercise stimulates the 

mitochondria to consume more 02. 

2) During recovery from exercise, the respiratory muscles 

continue to work hard and the heart beats above normal for 

several minutes, using more 02, 

3) Hormones (epinephrine, thyroxin, etc) released during exercise 

stimulate the mitochondria to consume excess 02 until the 

hormones are released from the circulation. 

4) Changes in electrolyte balance can be involved, 

(Knuttgen, 1970; Lamb, 1984) 

At higher levels of exercise, an exponential increase in 02 

debt is found. This has been attributed primarily to the increased 

accumulation of lactic acid and its resynthesis to glycogen or 

glucose. This resynthesis is very costly. When lactic acid is 

formed, two ATP molecules are made but to resynthesize the glucose 

or glycogen, it takes six ATP molecules. This can account for a 

large part of any increased oxygen debt associated with high levels 

of exercise. 

Whipp, Seard and Wasserman (1970) found that 0 2 debt reached 

its highest values after exercise which lasted only 2 or 3 minutes. 

This was before steady state had been attained. Once steady state 

had been attained, the 02 deficit and debt were equal. 

Respiratory Quotient (RO) or Respiratory Exchange Ratio (RER) 

In order to determine the type of foodstuffs which are used to 
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provide the energy during exercise, the RQ is used. This is the 

ratio of the volume of CO2 produced to the volume of 0 2 consumed 

(VCO2/V02). Each type of food, when broken down gives a particular 

ratio. The 02 consumption is associated with a certain amount of 

CO2 production depending on what foodstuff is metabolized. When 

more than one type of foodstuff is used, the RQ lies somewhere 

between the values for particular foodstuffs (Lamb, 1984). The RQ 

for the oxidation of glucose is 1.00, for fat 0.71 and for protein 

0.83. Appendix E contains the caloric equivalent of a liter of 02

for each RQ. The difference in caloric equivalents occurs because 

of differences in the costs associated with the metabolism of 

proteins, fats, and carbohydrates. The average fat and 

carbohydrateate RQ is equal to 0.85. These values are obtained by 

burning the compound in a calorimeter to determine the heat 

released, which equals the energy stored in the bonds. 

Once the RQ is determined, the energy expenditure of the 

subject can be estimated using the VO2 and the non-protein caloric 

equivalent of 02 derived from the Weir Equation. 

The Weir Equation (Weir, 1949): 

kcal = VO2 (RQ X 1.1) + 3.9 

This equation provides the caloric equivalent of the 

foodstuffs used by knowing the RQ value. However, it considers 

only the non-protein content of the foodstuffs. The use of protein 

as a foodstuff can cause irregularities in the use of this 

equation. The use of 100% protein establishes an RQ of .83 but 

gives a caloric equivalent of only 4.6 kcal/litre 02. The non-

protein caloric equivalent of an RQ of .83 is 4.8375. It can be 
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readily seen that if the Weir equation is used and the subject 

burns a high amount of protein during exercise, an error of up to 

4% exists. To precisely determine the caloric equivalent of the 

foodstuffs, the excreted urinary nitrogen must be measured. The 

amount of protein can then be established. The volume of 02 

consumed and CO2 produced is then subtracted from the total 02 

consumption and CO2 production. However, in any exercise of short 

duration, the contribution of protein metabolism is so small that 

it can be safely negated. The only exceptions would occur when a 

subject is on a very high protein diet or is malnourished. In most 

situations, the use of a 5.0 caloric equivalent can be justified. 

This would guarantee an error of less than 4% (Guyton, 1981; Lamb, 

1984). 

There are two situations in which erroneous RQ values can 

occur. The first situation is due to unnecessary heavy breathing 

or hyperventilation. Sometimes an anxious subject can cause the 

exhalation of excess CO2. This increases the measured RQ value. 

The second situation can occur during heavy exercise in which a 

large amount of lactic acid is produced. This increases the RQ in 

two ways. First, the decreased pH stimulates the brain to increase 

ventilation causing excessive exhalation of CO2. Second, the 

decreased pH stimulates the breakdown of carbonic acid (H2CO3) in 

the blood to CO2 and H2O. After the heavy exercise is completed, 

the CO2 tends to be retained by the body to replenish the stores of 

bicarbonate that were used to buffer the lactic acid during the 

exercise (Guyton, 1981; Lamb, 1984). 

Because unusual RQ values are most often found during heavy 
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non-steady state exercise, the use of the RQ is usually restricted 

to exercise of a submaximal nature. Gaesser and Brooks (1975) 

stated that one of the requirements for the validity of indirect 

calorimetry was to keep the subject's RQ in the lower regions 

(below 1.00). This ensures that the subjects are exercising well 

below the anaerobic threshold. The RQ has been found to be 

somewhat dependant on the intensity of exercise, even before it 

reaches the anaerobic threshold. Astrand (1986) found that the RQ 

increased as the %Max VO2 increased above 60%. 

Measuring the Metabolic Cost of Exercise 

Researchers have been successfully determining the energy cost 

of exercise using established methods for the past several decades. 

During exercise and recovery, expired air samples are analyzed to 

determine the CO2 and 0 2 content. The VO2 and RQ can then be 

determined since the energy requirements of the exercise are being 

met by the atmospheric 0 2 when 02 consumption reaches steady state 

(Whipp, Wasserman & Seard, 1970). It is a well established fact 

that exercise at a submaximal steady state level is the easiest to 

calculate. Researchers take the VO2 and RQ readings after the 

subject attains the steady state. This usually occurs after 3-4 

minutes of exercise and is almost always attained by the end of 10 

minutes (Knuttgen, 1986). Donovan and Brooks (1977) collected 

their expired air in the last 1-2 min of each exercise session; 

Gregor and Kirkendall (1978) collected in the 2nd minute of steady 

state exercise; and Knuttgen and Saltin (1972) collected their 

samples during the 4th minute of exercise (02 uptake had attained 
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a steady state level in 17 of 18 experiments for Knuttgen & 

Saltin). 

The expired air has been collected in a variety of containers 

from Douglas Bags to 120 litre Tissot spirometers, to the measuring 

receptacles of most metabolic measuring carts. Samples of the air 

are taken and analyzed for CO2 and 0 2 content. The energy cost from 

the one or two minutes of analysis is then extrapolated to the 

entire exercise period. It is felt that this method of calculating 

the energy cost is adequate for steady state work below 80% VO2 MAX 

(Gregor & Kirkendall, 1978). 

Other researchers (Whipp, Seard & Wasserman, 1970; Kaneko, 

Komi & Aura, 1984; Aura & Komi, 1986b; 1987) have calculated the 02

cost over the entire exercise period and during the recovery 

period. This must be done for exercise which does not reach a 

steady state. In Kaneko, Komi and Aura's 1984 study, the total V02

was calculated during exercise and recovery. The VO2 and RQ was 

measured every 30 seconds. The resting rate was established and 

the VO2 was measured during recovery until it reached the resting 

level. 

Metabolic Changes in Exercise from Low to High Intensity 

The transition of exercise from low to maximal intensity can 

illustrate how the aerobic and anaerobic metabolisms interact. 

Initially, in low intensity exercise, the energy for the 

exercise comes from the readily available phosphate sources, 

creatine phosphate and ATP and by use of the readily available 02

stores in the muscle, blood, and tissues. As exercise continues, 
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the energy will come from the 02 uptake. Only in exercise of 

maximum intensity will lactic acid production be used at this 

stage. The sources of the energy for use aerobically will be 

glycogen, carbohydrates and some fat. In exercise of short 

duration there is little chance of depleting glycogen stores 

(Gladden & Welch, 1978; Lamb, 1984). In low intensity exercise a 

greater amount of oxygen is exhausted from the tissues, which 

results in a lower percentage of oxygen in the expired air. There 

is little or no lactate formed and RQ values ranging from .7 to 1.0 

are expected (depending on the food source). With longer duration 

low intensity exercise fat becomes the principle source of energy 

and RQ values of .7 - .8 are found. 

As exercise intensity increases and reaches a point between 

40-60% MAX V02, VO2 and heart rate rise linearly. Anaerobic 

metabolism begins once the 60% MAX VO2 level is reached. The blood 

lactate values rise from the resting values of 1 mmol/litre to 2 

mmol/litre. As well, the RQ begins to rise rapidly. 

The last phase occurs as the exercise intensity increases from 

65-90% MAX V02. VO2 continues to rise until it plateaus near the 

maximum. Blood lactate also continues to increase, doubling from 

two to upwards of four mmol/litre. Many researchers suggest that 

the anaerobic threshold begins once the blood lactate 

concentrations reach four mmol/litre.. The increased lactic acid 

production indicates the increased involvement of anaerobic 

glycolysis (Knuttgen, 1986; Skinner & McLellan, 1980). 
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Table 2.1. Hypothetical model of selected characteristics 
of the various thresholds and phases during progressive 
exercise from rest to maximal oxygen consumption. 
(From "The transition from aerobic to anaerobic metabolism" 
by J.S. Skinner and T.H. McLellan, 1980, Research Quarterly 
for Exercise and Sport, 51, p. 238.) 

Hypothetical Model of Selected Characteristics of the Various 
Thresholds and Phases During Progressive Exercise from Rest to 

Maximal Oxygen Consumption 

Rest 
Phase I I Phase II I Phase III 

Aerobic Anaerobic VO2 
Threshold Threshold max 

Predominant Type 
of Metabolism 

Predominant 
Substrate 

Predominant 
Muscle Fiber 
Type 

Relative Intensity 
(% VO2max) 

Heart Rate 
(b.min-1) 

Blood Lactate 
(mmo1.1-1) 

Aerobic 

Fat>Carbohydrate 

Anaerobic 

Carbohydrate>Fat 

I I,IIa 

40-60 65-90 

130-150 160-180 

-2 -4 

I,IIa,IIb 

Important Points 

1) The Open Circuit method of Indirect Calorimetry has proven to 

be the method of choice in measuring the costs of exercise. 

2) There is a direct relationship between the oxygen consumption 

and the number of calories used in exercise. 

3) The RQ provides a more accurate value for the number of 

calories used to do the exercise than using an average value 

of 5.0 kcal/litre 02. 

4) To determine metabolic cost during exercise, the various 

factors which influence energy cost must be either controlled 

or eliminated. 

5) Glycolysis resulting in lactate formation apparently has 
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little or no involvement at exercise intensities lower than 

the anaerobic threshold (Approximately 60% V02 MAX). At these 

lower intensities, aerobic metabolic pathways predominate. 

(Knuttgen & Saltin, 1972) 

6) Stabilization can minimize unwanted, energy consuming 

contractions of the stabilizing muscles. 

7) The net V02 of exercise is the difference between the gross V02

and the resting V02 during exercise and recovery. 

8) There is excessive oxygen consumption during recovery because 

the body has to replenish the oxygen stores which are consumed 

at the beginning of an exercise period. 

2.3 Literature Pertaining to Mechanical Work 

In the analysis and assessment of human efficiency, it is 

important to have an accurate measure of the mechanical work done 

by the body. The accuracy of the theories and techniques 

associated with calculating the mechanical cost has been considered 

to be greater than those associated with measuring the mechanical 

work. Mechanical work was considered to be the weight pushed, 

distance travelled or the reading from any ergometer. Today, this 

is generally considered to be external work. In the past, this is 

all that was measured as the work component in calculating 

efficiency. However, now researchers usually add an additional 

component of work to the measured work. This is internal work, 

which is the work done in moving the limbs during the exercise. 

The addition of this term has added some confusing variables to the 
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calculation of total mechanical work. A number of analysis 

techniques and explanations have been developed which produce 

anomalous results and differing conclusions. Most of the 

differences have centered on the calculation of the internal work 

done by the limbs during any activity. Winter (1979a) has stressed 

the need for a non-zero mechanical work value for this internal 

work. 

A number of methods have been developed in an attempt to 

quantify mechanical work. Work has been measured and estimated 

using force plates, accelerometers, sensor transducers, ergometers, 

and cinematography (Donovan & Brooks, 1977). The external work is 

relatively easy to calculate by reading or measuring the work done 

on the environment (on the dynamometers, force plates, etc.). 

Early studies were often based on point-mass models of the body (as 

explained by Pierrynowski, Winter & Norman, 1980 and Shorten, 

1983). The more recent work has modelled the body as a series of 

linked rigid segments (Pierrynowski et al., 1980; Shorten, 1983; 

Winter, 1979a). The link segment models provide more detailed 

analysis of the mechanical energy transformations during movement. 

The quantification of internal energy has improved because of these 

models. 

Film analysis enables the researcher using these models to 

examine the total energy of each segment in each frame of film. 

The change in the total energy of the body can then be calculated. 

Winter (1979a) proposed a definition of internal work which would 

make the work calculation applicable to any activity. He added 

together 1) all kinetic and potential energy components; 2) the 
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exchange of mechanical energy within or between segments; and 3) 

both the positive and negative work done by the muscles. Using the 

linked segment model the energy level is calculated and compared 

from frame to frame during the motion, and the work done is the sum 

of the absolute change in the instantaneous energy. Eccentric and 

concentric work is included because when the muscles do concentric 

work, they increase the body's total energy and when they do 

eccentric work, they decrease the body's total energy. 

In cyclical activities, where the body's position is the same 

after a cycle (running, cycling, cross-country skiing, walking, 

swimming), the net energy change per stride equals zero. 

Therefore, the positive work done per stride is equal to the 

negative work done per stride (Winter, 1979a). It was in these 

situations that researchers first became aware that the changes in 

the body's total energy would reflect changes in the total work 

done. Then researchers began calculating the change in the total 

energy of segments. From this analysis researchers were then able 

to quantify the absolute value of negative and positive work. 

There are three ways which the positive and negative work can 

be summed. First, the values can be added. In cyclical 

activities, the negative value of negative work would negate the 

identical positive value of positive work, and a total work of zero 

would result. Therefore, a second method was developed. The 

absolute values of work outputs are added. This assumes that 

positive and negative muscular work involve the same metabolic 

cost. Since, it has been determined that eccentric and concentric 

work have different efficiencies, a third method was developed. 
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The negative work is adjusted to reflect the lower metabolic cost 

associated with the eccentric muscular work. Only a portion of the 

calculated negative work is added to the total work. 

Work(tot) = Mech (+) +[Mech (-)/d] 

where these represent the total positive and negative mechanical 

work generated and d is the relative metabolic efficiency of the 

eccentric to concentric work (Williams, 1985). 

To quantify mechanical work, all sources of mechanical work 

must be understood. The main source of work is due to muscular 

activity. This activity will create positive or negative work. 

There is also a certain amount of work which is done by energy 

which has been stored in the elastic tissues of the musculo-

skeletal system. In order for energy to be stored elastically and 

subsequently recovered, the muscles involved must remain 

continuously active or the energy will dissipate as heat. If 

movement conditions permit the stored energy to be released, 

positive power will result, but no metabolic cost will be incurred. 

This metabolic source of power comes indirectly from negative work. 

One last remaining source of work is the transfer of energy between 

segments (Williams & Cavanagh, 1983). This is the potential or 

kinetic energy which is transferred from one body segment to 

another during movement. Williams and Cavanagh used an equation 

incorporating these elements in calculating power (Power = 

Work/Time) 

PTOT = (1 - a) (1-b) TPOS + Ck(TNeg)/dl where: 

TPOS = the total positive power assuming complete within segment 

energy exchange. 
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TNEG = the total negative power 

PTOT = the total measured mechanical power 

a = the fraction of TPOS attributable to between segment 

energy transfer 

b = the fraction of TPOS attributable to elastic storage of 

energy 

Ck = the fraction of the total negative power which is the 

result of eccentric muscular contractions rather that 

passive resistance within the musculoskeletal system 

dl = the relative metabolic efficiency of negative and positive 

muscular power used to adjust the negative power output to 

reflect the metabolic differences between the two modes of 

work 

External and Internal Work 

Early research on work concentrated on external work because 

it was very visible and easy to calculate. External work usually 

comes directly from the output to an ergometer load, pushing or 

pulling a load, or lifting a weight. Work is done on the 

environment (Webb et al., 1988). In early studies, the workload 

setting on the ergometer was accepted as indicating the total 

mechanical work performed by the subject without accounting for the 

internal mechanical work (Wells, Morrissey & Hughson, 1986). 

However, once researchers began to study activities such as level 

gait and cycle ergometry, they began to question their model for 

work. In level gait, after one cycle, the potential or kinetic 

energy of the body has not changed and there was no external force 
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measured. However, there definitely was a metabolic cost for the 

activity. In studying cycle ergometry, researchers (Gaesser & 

Brooks, 1975; Hesser, Linnarsson, & Bjurstedt, 1977; Morrissey, 

Wells, Norman & Hughson, 1985; Whipp & Wasserman, 1969) found that 

at zero load cycling there was a steady state metabolic cost 

significantly above the resting level. Hesser felt that most of 

the extra energy expended resulted from the work of overcoming 

elastic and viscous resistance in joints and muscles and of the 

antagonistic muscle contractions in the moving legs. Investigators 

realized that it was important to account for the work required to 

raise and lower the limbs and change their velocities in both 

running and cycling. This work is called the internal work and 

involves all exchanges of energy within and between segments, and 

both the positive and negative work required by the muscles to do 

this work (Kaneko, Ito, Fuchimoto, Toyooka, 1981; Morrissey, et 

al., 1985; Winter, 1979a). 

The term "internal" work may be slightly misleading as the 

work is not internal to the muscles or the body. Usually the 

energy from internal work does not add to the potential or kinetic 

energy of any situation. The energy appears to be dissipated as 

heat (Webb et al., 1988). 

Understanding and quantifying internal work involves a 

biomechanical analysis which considers all potential and kinetic 

energy components, all exchanges of energy within and between 

segments, and both the positive and negative work done by the 

muscles. The time course of the total energy of a body system 

during movement is the key to understanding the energy changes. 
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The curve is the sum of all energy components of all body segments 

and therefore reflects energy conservation within and between 

segments as well as positive or negative work. This is obtained 

from analyzing film of the movement frame by frame (Winter, 1979a). 

Many researchers have used film analysis to try to quantify 

internal work (Dean, 1965; Norman,1976; Webb et al., 1988). The 

inclusion of this internal work is important when comparing 

physiological responses during any work analysis. However, the 

procedure for quantifying the eccentric and concentric components 

of work is still in question. 

Eccentric and Concentric Work 

All measured work, whether external or internal can be divided 

into either positive or negative work. Positive work may result 

from concentric muscular actions, the transfer of energy between 

segments or from the elastic storage and return of energy. 

Negative work may result from eccentric muscular action or from 

non-muscular sources such as joint range of motion limitations or 

internal musculo-skeletal resistance (Williams, 1985; Williams & 

Cavanagh, 1983). 

Some of the relationships between the sources of energy can be 

explained by understanding that energy can be neither created nor 

destroyed. During positive work the total energy of the subject 

increases. The usual source is the concentric muscle action which 

uses metabolic energy from the body. Positive work also can result 

from negative muscular work, as in the case of between segment 
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energy transfer and elastic storage of energy. The negative work 

can transfer energy to another segment to be used as positive work 

or it may be stored and reused during positive work. The main 

source of negative work is from eccentric muscle contractions. When 

there is negative work the energy of the subject decreases. This 

energy is usually dissipated as heat although sometimes it is used 

to create positive work (in the case of elastic energy and between 

segment energy transfer). Williams and Cavanagh (1983) assumed 15% 

of a subject's total negative power came from non-muscular sources 

(although they did not support this figure with any research). 

Range of motion (ROM) limitations occur from passive ligamentous 

restrictions. However, they would only be important at the end of 

the ROM. If the extreme positions were not used, this would become 

a non factor. 

Heat production has been compared between eccentric and 

concentric work. Nielson (1972) demonstrated that heat production, 

during eccentric work, was almost triple that of concentric work of 

the same magnitude. During eccentric work, work is performed on 

the muscle, rather than by the muscle (as occurs during concentric 

work). Concentric work increases the potential energy of a body 

while eccentric work decreases the potential energy. The loss in 

potential energy occurs during deceleration when the potential 

energy is transformed into heat in the working muscles. Cutaneous 

blood flow in eccentric work is twice that in concentric and 

sweating is greater. This is the body's reaction to increased 

internal heat, and the heat is dissipated by the methods mentioned. 
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Important Points 

1) External work is the work performed by subjects outside their 

body. It is measured by an ergometer or it may be calculated 

from a distance moved or a weight pushed. 

2) Internal work is the work done by the body on itself in order 

to do the external work. There are potential and kinetic 

energy components, exchanges of energy between segments, and 

both positive and negative work performed by the muscles which 

contribute to internal work. 

3) Internal work + external work = total work 

4) To measure "pure" concentric work, without the influence of 

stored elastic energy, the concentric work must be measured in 

a situation where there is no stretch shortening cycle. 

5) Heat production is much greater during eccentric work than 

concentric work because the energy is absorbed by the muscles 

and released as heat. 

2.4 Literature Pertaining to Efficiency 

In 1929, Dickenson measured the efficiency of several marathon 

runners. Each runner's net 0 2 consumption per kilogram of body 

weight was calculated while the subject ran on a treadmill at 9.3 

km/hr for 15-20 min. A famous marathoner of the time, Clarence 

Demar, had the lowest 0 2 consumption. The other runners had 02 

consumptions of up to 54% higher (deVries, 1986). This was one of 

the first studies demonstrating the importance of efficiency on an 

athlete's performance. In this example, the external work output 
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of the athletes was similar but their energy consumptions were 

significantly different. 

Efficiency is defined as the total work done divided by the 

metabolic cost. Winter (1979b) has quite correctly pointed out the 

short comings of any mechanical energy estimates that fail to 

consider both internal and external work. To alleviate this 

problem Winter (1979b) has proposed that mechanical efficiency be 

defined as follows: 

mechanical = internal + external mechanical work X 100% 
efficiency metabolic cost 

This value is derived from the oxygen cost of performing the work, 

the caloric value of the estimated metabolic substrate and the 

amount of physical work (internal and external) performed (Whipp & 

Wasserman, 1969). 

Fenn (1928) completed the first in depth analysis of the 

forces and energy involved in running. Total 02 consumption, 

external and internal work and even total efficiency can be 

calculated from the information in Table 2.2. This classic work 

has been refined and improved by researchers over the years by 

improving the methods of 

analysis. The energy flow 

of the variables have been 

measurement and refining the energy 

is understood more fully today and most 

accounted for. Figure 2.4 is an energy 

flow chart which shows the path of energy from the metabolic level 

to the external mechanical work. 
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Table 2.2. The forces and energy involved in running. (From 
"The relation between the work performed and the 

energy of muscular contraction" by W.O. Fenn, 1924, 
Journal of Physiology (London], 58, p. 390.) 

'Developing Acceleration and 
Tension 2.95 HP Deceleration of 

Useful Limbs 
Maintaining Work Velocity Changes 

Tension , 
/ 7.8 HP Work vs Gravity 

I 

Waste in Shortening Friction Loss 
Recovery Energy 

5.2 HP 
Initial 
Energy 

Waste 
Waste 

Fixation 

The amount of oxygen consumed and the percentage of 0 2 and CO2

in the expired air is calculated today using 02/CO2 analyzers. 

These values are then used to calculate the metabolic cost of the 

exercise. 

The maintenance heat in Figure 2.4 (p. 56) refers to the basal 

metabolic rate or the resting rate (depending on the baseline 

used). It is the energy cost which would have occurred if the 

exercise had not taken place. 

The heat of contraction refers to the efficiency of the 

processes which convert the initial energy into mechanical work. 

The energy used in muscle actions is derived mainly from the 

oxidation of carbohydrate and fat. During this oxidation process, 

a portion of the energy released is conserved in the ATP molecule. 

This process is called phosphorylative coupling, and it has its own 

unique efficiency. This efficiency has been reported to be 40-60%. 

In order for the muscle to act, some of the energy from the ATP 
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Oxygen 
Uptake Maintenance Isometric Work 

lir  Heat Against Gravity
Metaboli 

J 
Mechanical Energy Increase External 

in 
  Segment 

Energy 
) r 

IP 

Muscle Tension 

10 

Energies  Work 

Yir Heats of Contraction Loss Due to Cocontraction 
CO Activation, Labile or Absorption by Muscles Z 

Expired Stable, Shortening at Another Joint 

Figure 2.4. Flow of Energy from metabolic level to 
external mechanical work. Energy is lost as heat 
associated with the contractile process or by 
inefficiencies after energy has been converted to 
mechanical energy. (From Biomechanicss and Motor 
Control of Human Movement [p. 147] by D.A. Winter, 
1990, Toronto: John Wiley and Sons.) 

must be used for the performance of work. This is called 

contraction coupling. The highest estimates of this efficiency for 

concentric work have been approximately 50%. For eccentric work 

this efficiency is probably higher. Since phosphorylative coupling 

and contraction coupling are independent of each other and are in 

series, the overall efficiency is the product of the two 

efficiencies. This would give a predicted maximal efficiency of 

60% X 50% = 30%. (Stainsby, 1980) 

Phosphorylating free energy conserved as ATP 
Coupling = free energy of oxidized foodstuffs X 100% 
Efficiency 

Contraction external work accomplished 
Coupling = free energy of ATP hydrolysis X 100% 
Efficiency 

After contraction coupling occurs, the energy which can 

provide mechanical energy remains. There may be loss due to the 
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energy being used in isometric work against gravity, co-

contractions or absorption due to contractions of antagonists. The 

energy left will be the amount of energy which the body converts 

into work. 

The Calculation of Mechanical Efficiency 

To perform the calculation, a measure of the total work done, 

the oxygen cost of performing the work and the caloric equivalent 

of the metabolic sources are needed (Norman, Sharratt, Pezzack & 

Noble, 1976). 

In order to collect the data to provide these measures a few 

assumptions must be made. Gaesser and Brooks (1975) outlined three 

major assumptions which they felt must be made in order to use the 

theoretical-thermodynamic approach. First, in steady rate work, 

the levels of ATP and CP are maintained by the metabolism of 

foodstuffs. This assumption has been based on muscle biopsy 

studies. In non steady state work, it is assumed that the levels 

of ATP and CP are also provided for with the foodstuffs and that at 

the end of recovery they will be at the same level as at the 

beginning of exercise. Therefore, the rate of ATP utilization is 

directly related to the V02. Second, a theoretical average P/0 

ratio of 3.0 for the mitochondrial electron transport chain is 

assumed. Third, a free energy change for the hydrolysis of ATP of 

-11.0 kcal/mol is used for physiological conditions. 

In order to obtain reliable and repeatable results, the 

assumptions and computational procedures which are used must have 

some level of standardization. As mentioned previously, Cavanagh 
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found efficiency values ranging from .30 to 1.97 for the same set 

of data, when using different assumptions and computational 

procedures. 

One of the areas where there are differences between studies 

is in the baselines chosen. The baseline is the level of 

metabolism (BMR or resting rate) which is chosen as a zero value in 

measuring. This baseline correction factor is critical in 

providing an accurate description of efficiency and its 

relationship to work rate. The different definitions of baseline 

determine the type of efficiency which is calculated. There is 

gross efficiency (no baseline), net or mechanical efficiency 

(resting metabolism as baseline correction), work efficiency (zero 

load pedalling or passive motion baseline), or Delta efficiency 

(floating baseline based on the relative caloric output versus work 

rate at any point)(Gaesser & Brooks, 1975; Hesser, 1977). These 

definitions have created confusion about what efficiency really 

means. Efficiency has been used to describe the ability of a 

person to do external work, as well as the ability to generate 

mechanical energy. The following definitions provide a more 

specific understanding of what is being measured. 

Gross Efficiency - is the ability of the body to convert its stored 
energy into work. 

= work output / energy expended = W/E X 100% 

Net Efficiency - is the ability of the body to convert its energy 
rich compounds into work above the resting level. 

= work output / energy expended above the resting level 
= W / (E-e) X 100% 

Mechanical Efficiency - is the ability of the body to convert its 
energy rich compounds into mechanical work, 
above the resting level. 
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= total work output / energy expended above resting rate 
= (Wi + We) / (E-e) X 100% 

Work Efficiency - is the ability .of the body to convert its energy 
rich compounds into external work above the zero 
load level. 

= External Work Output / energy expended above the 
unloaded work rate 

= We / (El -Eu) X 100% 

Delta Efficiency - is the ability of the body to convert its energy 
rich compounds into mechanical work at each 
level of work. (based on the first derivative 
of the increase in caloric cost) 

= A work output / Aenergy expended 
= A W / Q E 

Muscular Efficiency - is the ability of the muscle to convert its 
energy rich compounds into mechanical work 

= total work output from that muscle or muscle group 
caloric value of the substrates used for energy by muscle 

where 
W = caloric equivalent of work done 
We = caloric equivalent of the external work done 
Wi = caloric equivalent of the internal work done 
E = gross caloric expenditure including the resting rate 
e = resting caloric expenditure 
El = caloric expenditure under load 
Eu = caloric expenditure in unloaded work 
AW = increment in caloric expenditure above previous work rate 
LE = increment in caloric expenditure above that at previous 

work rate 
(deVries, 1986; Gaesser & Brooks, 1975) 

The calculation of gross efficiency includes the caloric 

expenditure of the body at rest in the calculation of the total 

caloric cost This decreases the efficiency. The body always has 

a resting metabolic expenditure and most researchers feel it is 

important to subtract this energy cost. In subtracting that term, 

we obtain a net efficiency. Some researchers (Gaesser & Brooks, 

1975; Kamon, 1970; Whipp & Wasserman, 1969) have felt that this 

underestimates the true muscular efficiency because work done in 

moving the legs is not considered in the estimation of the work 
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done by the exercising subject. They suggest that the energy cost 

of moving the limbs which results in no external work should be 

subtracted from the metabolic cost as well as the resting rate. 

This has been the most common method of calculating muscular 

efficiency. It is called mechanical efficiency. Whipp and 

Wasserman found efficiencies of 20% in cycling. They then 

subtracted the 02 cost of unloading cycling, because they didn't 

calculate the internal work associated with the movement of the 

limbs. The work efficiencies which they then calculated were 

approximately 30%. Internal work, which results in the movement of 

the limbs but not in an external output, has to be accounted for by 

those attempting to determine the mechanical efficiency of muscles. 

The delta efficiency best describes changes in efficiency when 

there exists a non linear relationship between work and energy 

expenditure (Donovan & Brooks, 1977). Gaesser and Brooks (1975) 

stated that, if each increment in caloric expenditure can be 

assumed to represent the additional V02 of the muscles working to 

meet the additional metabolic requirements imposed by the increases 

in work rate, then the delta efficiency calculation represents the 

most accurate estimate of muscular efficiency. Delta efficiency 

can only be used in situations where there is a steady state V02. 

In these cases, the increment in caloric expenditure and work 

output can be combined to give the efficiencies at the various 

workloads. Muscular efficiency is a term which describes the 

actual efficiency of the muscles in performing work. Researchers 

are trying to calculate muscular efficiency but encounter problems 

because they are dealing with an entire organism. At present, no 
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one has been able to calculate "true" muscular efficiency. 

Therefore, we have used other efficiency terms which, with their 

varying baselines, supply efficiency measures of the entire 

organism. 

Calculating the efficiency in the human body is very difficult 

because of the number of variables which have to be accounted for 

or controlled. The different types of efficiency can be used as 

long as the measurement techniques are appropriate and the type of 

efficiency is stated and explained. 

The measure of mechanical work (usually expressed in Joules) 

is then converted into calories. 1 kcal = 4186 Joules; 1 kcal = 

426.4 kg.m (Astrand & Rodahl, 1986; McArdle, Katch & Katch, 1986; 

Weir, 1949). 

Metabolic work must also be expressed in calories. The V02 of 

the subject is calculated during rest, exercise and recovery using 

indirect calorimetry. At the same time, the RQ is calculated for 

each allotment of expired air. Therefore, for each allotment of 

air, the caloric equivalent of the oxygen consumed can be 

calculated. Each RQ has an appropriate caloric value per litre of 

02. This value is multiplied by the VO2 of the period. This gives 

the gross caloric consumption for the time period. To calculate 

the net V02, the resting caloric consumption must be deducted. The 

V02 during rest is multiplied by the caloric equivalent per litre 

of 02 (from the resting RQ). This is the resting caloric 

consumption rate. For each period of air analysis during exercise 

and recovery, this rate can be deducted from the gross caloric 

consumption. By adding the values from each time period together, 
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the total caloric consumption can be determined. The efficiency is 

then the calories of work performed divided by the calories 

consumed to do the work. 

Muscular efficiency has been measured in isolated muscles as 

well as for intact muscles. The values have typically ranged from 

20% to 30% (Fenn, 1924; Hartree and Hill, 1928). In corresponding 

studies with human subjects, the efficiencies calculated have a 

ranged from 20% up to 65% (See Table 2.3). 

As mentioned earlier, Williams and Cavanagh studied one set of 

data for distance running and applied several researchers' 

assumptions and calculation methods. The efficiencies calculated 

for the same set of data ranged from 31-197%. Because of such 

results, there has been skepticism about the reliability and 

validity of measured efficiencies. 

Morton (1985) stated that the reason for the great variability 

found in the calculation of mechanical efficiency by Williams and 

Cavanagh was the variation in the measurement of the metabolic work 

rate and the process of converting it into mechanical power. 

Shorten (1983) stated that the variation in efficiency measurements 

was due to methodological, rather than biological variation. 

Researchers have treated many of the components differently. Some 

of the major differences include: 1) calculating or not 

calculating internal work; 2) the baselines used; 3) calculating 

or not calculating negative work; 4) the relative energy cost of 

the negative work compared to positive work; and 5) the 

involvement of the stretch shortening cycle as a factor in energy 

analysis (Pierrynowski, 1980; Shorten, 1983). 
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Table 2.3 Efficiencies of Muscular Work 

Efficiency Authors Year Method Internal Baseline 
Work 

Dickenson 1929 Cycling no ? 11.4-22% 

Asmussen 1952 ? ? ? 13.6% 

Astrand 1960 Cycling no ? 10.5-23.5% 

Banister & 1967 ? ? ? 20-25% 
Jackson 

Margaria 1968 Treadmill 
walking 

? ? 20-30% 

Whipp & 1969 SteadyState no Unloaded 29% 
Wasserman cycling cycling 
Kamon 1970 Ladder no Resting CON 25% 

climbing ECC 98% 
Whipp, Seard 1970 Cycling no Resting 21-32% 
& Wasserman 

Asmussen & 1974 Running no ? 53.8% 
Bonde-Peterson Walking 32.3% 

Cycling 25.1% 
Gaesser 1975 Cycling no Resting 9.8-24.1% 
& Brooks 

Kemper 1976 Swimming no Resting 3.64% 

Cavagna & 1977 Walking ? Resting 35-40% 
Kaneko Running 45-80% 
Donovan & 1977 
Brooks 

Treadmill 
walking 

no Delta 31.6% 

Hesser 1977 
et al. 

Cycling no Resting 24% 

Gladden & 1978 Cycling no Delta 20-31% 
Welch 
Gregor & 1978 
Kirkendall 

Treadmill 
running 

no Resting 25.8% 

Pandolf, 1978 Ladder no Resting ECC 129.2% 
Kamon & climbing CON 24.5% 
Noble Stool ECC 64.6% 

stepping CON 20.1% 
Pahud et al. 1980 ECC 27.1% 

CON 68% 
Pierrynowski 1980 
Winter & Norman 

Treadmill 
walking 

yes Standing 65% 

Kaneko et al.1981 Treadmill 
running 

yes Resting 58.9-71.9% 

Wojcieszak 1981 
et al. 

Anaerobic 
cycling 

no Resting 8.14-13.34% 
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Bosco, Ito 
& Komi 

1982 Small knee no 
bending jump 

Resting 38.7% 

Large knee bending jump 30.1% 
No rebound jump 19.7% 

Ito et al. 1983 Treadmill yes 
running 

Resting 55.1+/-12.7% 

Kaneko, 1984 Sledge yes? Resting ECC 85.2+/-36.8% 
Komi & Aura ergometer CON 19.4=/-2.0% 

Kaneko 1985 Sprinters yes Resting Low speed 40-64% 
et al. high speed 16-27% 

Aura & Komi 1986 Sledge yes? Resting ECC 80.2+/-31.8% 
ergometer CON 17.1+/-2.2% 

Bosco et al. 1987 Running no Resting 54.5% 
Rebound jumping 27.8% 
No rebound jump 17.2% 

Goldstein 
et al. 

1987 Cycling no Resting 18.5-34.9% 

Luhtanen 
et al. 

1987 Cycling yes Resting 18-22% 
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Some researchers (Kaneko, 1970; Margaria, 1968; Pierrynowski, 

1980) have calculated efficiencies for negative work above 100%. 

Since energy can neither be created nor destroyed, these 

calculations prove only one thing; poor calculation and/or 

analysis techniques. Pierrynowski explained these anomalies in 

efficiency best by saying that the negative work efficiency 

consists of the metabolic work efficiency (which is less than 100%) 

and a passive negative work efficiency which is theoretically 

infinite (because it requires no metabolic cost). This passive 

component is a component which cannot be allowed to influence the 

calculated efficiency of the work. It is a factor which is not 

part of the muscular efficiency. 

Values for muscular efficiency are difficult to interpret 

because of the variance in the techniques used in attaining these 

values. The values can only be used safely for comparisons with 

other experiments in which the conditions, assumptions and analysis 

are similar. 

Important Points 

1) Efficiency = (total work done) / (total energy cost) 

2) Muscular efficiency has two components. The phosphorylative 

coupling efficiency is the efficiency of the body in 

converting the energy from carbohydrates and fats into ATP. 

The contraction coupling efficiency is the efficiency is the 

efficiency with which the muscles convert the energy from the 

ATP into mechanical work. 

3) Different efficiency definitions are based on the various 
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baselines chosen to represent a zero level of metabolic cost 

to the exercise. 

4) 1 kcal = 4186 joules 

5) Research results have provided a range of efficiencies from 

10% to 130%. Concentric efficiency ranged from 10% to 30%. 

Eccentric efficiency exhibited a wider range from 27% to 130%. 

2.5 Literature Pertaining to the Variables Affecting Efficiency 

There are a number of variables which must be understood and, 

in most cases, controlled when studying efficiency. Some of these 

variables can be examined at different levels or types 

(anaerobic/aerobic; speeds; intensities) while others must be 

controlled to increase the reliability and validity of the 

efficiency measures. Williams and Cavanagh (1983) created an 

equation which could compare metabolic power outputs (or 

efficiencies) and take into account the effect of several 

variables. The mechanical power was adjusted to reflect the 

influence of the between segment energy transfer, elastic storage 

of energy, the difference in metabolic cost between eccentric and 

concentric muscular work and the influence of passive 

musculoskeletal resistance to motion of the limbs (a component of 

negative work). 

As the understanding of these variables grows so does the 

ability to control and measure them. 
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Inefficient Movement and Stabilization 

Efficient movements are only those actions which increase the 

movement which is being measured. Muscular movements which do not 

add to the muscle action being measured, have a metabolic cost and, 

therefore, lower the apparent efficiency of the movement. Some of 

the causes of muscular inefficiency are: 1) co-contractions by 

antagonistic muscles; 2) isometric contractions; 3) jerky 

movements; and 4) the generation of positive work at one joint with 

its subsequent absorption at another joint (Winter, 1990). During 

most experimental situations, there is increased activity in 

stabilizing muscles as work load increases. When doing knee 

extension and flexion, there is increased activity in many 

stabilizing muscles in the hips and trunk. These muscle actions 

are largely isometric and of equal force in both concentric and 

eccentric work. Only the work done by cardiac and respiratory 

muscles is clearly greater for concentric than eccentric work. 

Eloranta and Komi (1980) studied the EMG in antagonistic muscles 

during knee extension. They found the semimembranosus, an 

antagonistic muscle, to demonstrate slight activity in all knee 

extension conditions. Its iEMG was similar at all speeds and 

angles for eccentric work but was higher when speed or angles were 

increased while working concentrically. The levels of these co-

contractions were very small, when compared to the action of the 

extension musculature (less than 5%). Bigland and Woods (1976) 

also found the level of co-contractions during knee 

extension/flexion to be less than 5%. 

Another reason for inefficient movement is lack of familiarity 
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with a movement pattern. If a subject has not previously performed 

the movement there is likely to be inefficiency due to jerkiness 

and/or a lack of coordination through the ROM. This is especially 

true for eccentric work. Movement patterns are learned. Davies 

and Barnes (part I, 1972) studied the effects of learning on 

negative exercise (by walking downhill on a treadmill) and found 

that there was an increase in efficiency of 39% after just five 

exercise periods. It is important to have subjects who are 

familiar with the testing protocol when testing efficiency. 

Otherwise, the results may be skewed because of a learning effect. 

In Kamon's ladder climbing study (1970), subjects were trained to 

maintain their balance by just lightly touching the rungs to limit 

the energy cost from the activity of the forearm and hand muscles. 

This serves as an example of ways in which researchers try to limit 

the effects of unmeasured contractions in their subjects. 

Instructions encouraging subjects to relax and not strain during 

submaximal work are important. As workloads increase, not only do 

stabilizing muscles increase their activity, but, there are 

additional muscles contracting as the body strains to attain 

maximal forces. To obtain results which are not complicated by 

this small (less than 5%) but significant factor, workloads below 

maximal should be used. 

Muscle Fiber Type 

Efficiency has been shown to vary with skeletal muscle type. 

Slow twitch (ST) muscles (muscles which consist predominantly of 

slow twitch fibers) exhibit a greater efficiency than fast twitch 
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(FT) muscles (muscles which consist predominantly of fast twitch 

fibers) (Whipp & Wasserman, 1969). Slow twitch muscles are 

predominantly used in low level (low intensity or slow speed) 

exercise. In comparing ST and FT muscle fibers, ST fibers are the 

first to lose glycogen at all workloads below VO2 MAX. At low 

intensities, glycogen is depleted in the FT fibers to a very small 

degree. Glycogen depletion then progressively occurs in the FT 

fibers as the work load increases. At workloads exceeding the 

maximal aerobic output, there is glycogen depletion in both fiber 

types (Gollnick, Piehl & Saltin, 1974). Thus, at higher workloads, 

there may be a disproportionate energy cost involved because the 

efficiency of the muscles doing the work is less that the 

efficiency at lower workloads. However, Suzuki (1979) found that 

the efficiency of the ST and FT fibers depends on the speed at 

which they are involved. In bicycling, he found the efficiency of 

ST muscles to diminish at 100 rpm compared to 60 rpm. As well, the 

FT fibers showed higher efficiency at higher speeds. Komi (1984) 

also showed that the efficiency of slow and fast fibers was 

dependant upon the speed of movement. 

Differences in the muscle composition between subjects can 

cause differences in their efficiency at certain speeds of 

movement. Training muscles at different speeds can alter the ratio 

of fast to slow twitch fibers and the muscle's efficiency 

(Rizzardo, Bay & Wessel, 1988). 
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Figure 2.5. Efficiency of isolated fast twitch and slow twitch 
muscles at different velocities of shortening. (From "Effects 
of muscle structure and stretch-shortening cycle" by P.V. 
Komi, 1984, Exercise and Sport Science Reviews [p. 89] 
Toronto: The Collamore Press) 

Between Segment Energy Transfer 

Between segment energy transfer has been studied by many 

researchers (Shorten, 1983; Williams, 1985; Williams & 

Cavanagh,1983; Winter, 1979a). Energy transfer between segments 

can increase a segment's work output without adding any energy 

cost. Therefore, it alters a segment's efficiency. However, for 

the entire subject it would not change the energy cost or the work 

done. It is important to control the between segment energy 

transfer when looking at the muscle action of one muscle or muscle 

group, or the action at one joint. Stabilization becomes very 
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important in limiting the transfers. In this study, only one 

segment has velocity; all others are controlled by the 

stabilization. Therefore, this factor will not affect the results. 

Elastic Energy Storage 

In order to eliminate the possible interference of prestretch 

on concentric work and efficiency there must be no stretching of 

the muscle before the concentric workis performed. This stretching 

can be avoided in three ways: 1) no preliminary counter movement is 

allowed; 2) an extended rest period is allowed between the counter 

(eccentric) movement and the concentric action; or 3) the exercise 

is wholly concentric where one muscle group works while the 

antagonists rest and vice versa in completing the cycle of the 

joint. In order to calculate efficiency, this factor must be 

eliminated. In this study, the stretch shortening cycle is avoided 

by performing a concentric contraction of the quadriceps followed 

by a concentric contraction of the hamstrings to complete one 

repetition. A concentric contraction never follows an eccentric 

contraction. 

Aerobic/Anaerobic Work 

It has often been stated that aerobic work is much more 

efficient than anaerobic work. This was thought to be due to the 

high cost of reconverting lactic acid to glycogen. Many 

researchers (Whipp, Seard & Wasserman, 1970) have reported that the 

high involvement of anaerobic metabolic processes in energy 

production results in a lower mechanical efficiency than during 
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work in which aerobic processes are predominant (Wojciesnak et al., 

1981). However, others have reported that the efficiency of 

aerobic and anaerobic work is equal. Gladden and Welch (1978) 

found that the efficiency of using ATP aerobically and 

anaerobically was very similar. They found efficiency to decrease 

as power output increased with both aerobic and anaerobic work 

(even at submaximal work rates). Whipp, Seard and Wasserman (1970) 

found that the efficiencies were similar if the exercise was 

continued to an oxygen steady state. They also found the 

efficiency in non steady state conditions to be the same as during 

steady state conditions. This supports the statement that the two 

efficiencies are similar. 

Thus the influence of the metabolic pathway is not clearly 

understood. It is known that the reconversion of lactic acid to 

glycogen is costly, producing a lower efficiency for anaerobic 

work. However, the magnitude of this effect, if any, is not known. 

Therefore, this study attempted to eliminate this variable by 

working submaximally and use only the aerobic metabolic pathways. 

Speed of Action 

Speed is a variable which seems to affect the efficiency of 

work. Many (Cavanagh & Kaneko, 1977; Goldstein et al., 1986; 

Kaneko, Ito, Fuchimoto, Shishikura & Toyooka, 1985; Kaneko, Komi & 

Aura, 1984) have written that efficiency increases as speed 

increases, and others (Aura & Komi, 1986b; Donovan & Brooks, 1977; 

Gaesser & Brooks, 1975; Kaneko & Ito, 1983; Rasch, 1974) have 

found that efficiency decreases as speed increases. One of the 
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first experiments examining speed is also one of the most 

important. Hill, in 1929, looked at the effect of speed on the 

simple contraction of an isolated muscle. He found that there was 

an optimum speed of movement - below which efficiency falls slowly, 

and above which it falls rapidly (deVries, 1986). Most other 

researchers have not made statements regarding a speed which 

provides an optimal efficiency. 

Abbott, Bigland, and Ritchie (1952) found that the difference 

between the physiological cost of positive and negative work 

increased with the speed of movement. Negative work became more 

efficient with increases in speed. Abbott and Bigland (1953) and 

Bigland and Lippold (1954) found that the electrical tension in a 

muscle increased linearly with the velocity of shortening but 

remained independent of speed when lengthened. They did not 

calculate the differences in efficiency. 

Rasch (1974) found that during concentric movements, the 

faster a muscle acted, the smaller the tension it was able to 

exert. During eccentric work he found speed to have no effect on 

efficiency. 

Much of the work examining the effect of speed on efficiency 

has been completed with subjects walking or running on the 

treadmill. Donovan and Brooks (1977) found that muscular 

efficiency during walking was inversely related to speed. Cavanagh 

and Kaneko (1977) reported an increase in positive work efficiency 

with an increase in speed. They attributed the increased 

efficiency to a greater utilization of the elastic energy which 

increased with an increase in running speed. In 1983, Ito and Komi 
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found the mechanical efficiency during positive work in running to 

stay approximately the same at all running speeds. Also, in 1983, 

Kaneko and Ito found efficiency to decrease with increased running 

speeds. In a more recent work by Kaneko, Ito, Fuchimoto, 

Shishikura & Toyooka (1985), the mechanical efficiency was found to 

increase slightly with increased speeds from .652 to .686. The 

main differences in these studies were the methods of calculating 

mechanical work. They usually found external work to decrease with 

speed, while internal work would increase with speed. As well, in 

these running or walking studies, the effect of the stretch-

shortening cycle and elastic energy could be very prevalent and 

could have affected the results dramatically. 

The other method of evaluating the effect of speed on 

efficiency used cycle ergometery. Again, researchers found 

conflicting results. Goldstein et al. (1986) found muscular 

efficiency during submaximal cycling to increase dramatically from 

30 cycles/min to 50 cycles/min. The efficiency increased from 28.5 

to 47.2%. Kaneko, Komi and Aura (1984) also found efficiency to 

rise as the knee angular velocity increased. 

Gaesser and Brooks, (1975) found efficiency to decrease as the 

speed of pedalling increased. They observed the RQ to increase 

with increased speed, which indicates a high contribution of 

carbohydrates as the substrate and therefore more glycolysis. 

Also, since fast twitch muscle fibers are preferentially recruited 

at higher speeds, and since they have a lower efficiency, the 

resultant efficiency of exercise is lower. 

In 1986, Aura and Komi tried to correlate negative and 
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positive speed of work with efficiency. They found no correlation 

with negative knee angular velocity. However, they did find a 

negative correlation (r =-0.359) between the mechanical efficiency 

of positive work and the positive knee angular velocity. 

Komi(1990) has found an optimal speed of running which 

provides the greatest efficiency. Just as Hill, in 1922, found an 

optimal speed of contraction for the isolated muscle, Komi found an 

optimal speed of running which provided the greatest efficiency. 

At speeds above or below that speed, the efficiencies dropped. 

There appears to be an optimal speed for the greatest 

efficiency of any movement. Speeds lower or higher will have lower 

efficiencies. Researchers may find different results depending on 

the speeds chosen for their study. The experimental design also 

seems to have a large effect on how speed affects efficiency. The 

use of the stretch-shortening cycle and the relative use of 

eccentric or concentric contractions may alter the efficiencies 

recorded. 

Intensity of Work 

The effect that work rate has on muscular efficiency is still 

not known conclusively. As the intensity of work increases, both 

the energy expenditure and the work output increase. The 

efficiency has been found by various researchers to increase, 

decrease or stay relatively constant. Among those finding the 

efficiency to increase with increased work rate are Benedict and 

Cathcart (1913) and Astrand (1960). However, none of the recent 

research supports these early findings. Some researchers have 
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found that efficiency stays relatively constant with increases in 

the work rate (Asmussen, 1952; Asmussen & Bonde-Peterson, 1974; 

Dickensen, 1929). However, most of the research indicates that 

muscular efficiency decreases as the work rate increases (Donovan 

& Brooks, 1977; Gaesser & Brooks, 1975; Gladden & Welch, 1978; 

Henry & DeMoor, 1950). At light and moderate loads, work rate 

seems to affect work efficiency very little. However, since 

caloric expenditure goes up at least in proportion to and probably 

more rapidly than work rate (Gaesser & Brooks, 1975), efficiency 

must either remain constant or decrease with increasing work rates 

(deVries, 1986). Donovan and Brooks (1977) computed work 

efficiencies, delta efficiencies and instantaneous efficiencies, 

and all decreased with an increasing work rate. Donovan and Brooks 

found an exponential relationship between energy expenditure and 

work rate which, they concluded, indicated that muscular efficiency 

was inversely related to work rate. Henry and DeMoor (1950) found 

a lower efficiency when working with a heavier load. The authors 

felt that this was because of a lower metabolic efficiency of the 

lactic debt mechanism as compared to the alactic mechanism. The 

two most common explanations for the decreasing efficiency with 

increasing work rate are: 1) increased metabolic overhead (cost of 

heart and lung function, etc); and 2) lower efficiency of FT fibers 

which are used more than ST fibers, in heavier exercise. Hesser 

(1977) explained the increased metabolic overhead as mostly due to 

work of breathing. In the high intensity work range, the expired 

volume of ventilation (VE) increased more steeply than V02, and 

that combined with increased ventilation would cause the 0 2 cost 
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per unit of ventilation to become progressively larger. He also 

stated that this steeper increase of VO2 in the high intensity 

range may conceivably be due to decreased efficiency of the working 

muscles as the workload increases. Gladden and Welch (1978) 

included the work of breathing as a part of the unmeasured work 

which caused the efficiency to drop at higher levels. They found 

additional unmeasured work came from the stabilization of the 

muscles of the pelvis, back and forearms, and the additional work 

of the heart. If the unmeasured work increases in greater 

proportion than the work of the muscles, then the net efficiency 

will decrease. 

The decrease in efficiency can also be explained by the motor 

unit recruitment patterns at different intensities. An increase in 

force and power with a higher intensity is likely to be accompanied 

by an increase in the role of the fast twitch (FT) fibers. With a 

higher percentage of FT fibers, which have a lower efficiency, 

there would be a decrease in the overall efficiency of the working 

muscles (Aura & Komi, 1986b; Hesser, 1977). These effects probably 

only occur at high intensities and are not seen at low or moderate 

intensities of work. 

There is probably an optimal intensity (which is relatively 

low) at which the mechanical efficiency is greatest for each 

activity. At workloads below this, one may find a decreasing 

efficiency; at levels along its peak, the efficiency may not 

change; and as the workloads increase, the efficiency again drops. 

Each subject and activity would have its own specific curve as 

absolute comparisons would be difficult. 
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Other Variables 

There are three additional factors, mentioned in the 

literature, which have some effect on efficiency of muscle 

contraction. 

One component of negative work is the passive musculo-skeletal 

resistance to the motion of the limbs. This resistance occurs at 

the extremes of the range of motion and could add to the unmeasured 

work which the body does. However, there is no documentation of 

its affect on efficiency. To ensure that this factor doesn't 

affect the results the ROM extremes should be avoided. 

Diet may have a minor role in the calculation of efficiency. 

deVries (1986) notes that there appears to be some agreement that 

the efficiency of muscular work is greatest when carbohydrate 

supplies the energy for the muscular contractions. However, the 

maximum error possible from using different food sources is 

approximately 5%. By using the RQ when calculating the caloric 

value of a litre of 02, even this inaccuracy may be avoided. A 

diet high in protein could cause some inaccuracy in calculating the 

caloric cost of the exercise. This would result because the use of 

protein as an energy substrate is not calculated using the indirect 

method of calorimetry (because it is usually negligible). A person 

with a high protein diet, or a person who is famished will use more 

protein in their diet. However, the greatest possible error from 

this is 3-5%. 

Fatigue is also a factor which can have some bearing on the 

calculation of efficiency. As fatigue occurs, more and more motor 

units are required to complete the same amount of work. The 
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recruitment of more units results in greater energy consumption and 

therefore, lower efficiency (deVries, 1986). Komi and Viitasalo 

(1977) found that the differences between the peak force of 

eccentric and concentric muscle actions can almost disappear due to 

fatigue. Fatigue affects the peak force of both contraction types, 

but lowers the high force output of the eccentric contraction more. 

Gray and Chandler (1989) found fatigue to affect concentric peak 

forces to a great degree and eccentric peak forces minimally. 

Soreness played a part in Komi and Viitasalo's study and may 

account for the large drop in the eccentic forces. 

Important Points 

1) Proper stabilization techniques are important to reduce the 

energy cost from the stabilizing muscles during any 

contractions. 

2) To avoid any significant loss in efficiency because of the 

added energy cost of the stabilization, submaximal loads 

should be used. 

3) Subjects should have some training in any tested movement to 

limit inefficient movements (when looking at efficiency). 

4) Overall, ST fibers are more efficient than FT fibers. At slow 

speeds, ST fibers are more efficient than FT fibers. At fast 

speeds, FT fibers are more efficient than ST fibers. 

5) Between segment energy transfer is not a factor in this study 

because only one segment is moving. 

6) There is a small difference in efficiency between aerobic 

metabolism and anaerobic metabolism. Since all the work in 
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this study is at submaximal levels (below 60% VO2 MAX), this 

is not a factor. 

7) There is a speed of contraction which produces the highest 

efficiency. At higher or lower speeds, the efficiency drops. 

8) As intensity increases, efficiency of muscular contractions 

decreases. 

2.6 Literature Related to the Relative Efficiency of Eccentric 

and Concentric Muscle Contractions 

The total efficiency of any subject is a function of their 

efficiency in doing both eccentric and concentric work. The 

recognition of the different efficiencies of eccentric and 

concentric work enables a researcher to construct a more realistic 

assessment of the subject's efficiency. Many (Margaria, 1968; 

Winter, 1990) have shown that separate efficiencies can be 

calculated for positive and negative work efficiencies. The 

relative efficiency of eccentric and concentric work has been 

denoted as d. This d ratio represents the efficiency of concentric 

work divided by the eccentric work of one muscle or muscle group 

during any activity. 

Chauveau, in his 1898 walking studies and in his 1921 

experiments with isolated frog sartorius muscle, was the first to 

observe that less energy was needed by a muscle working 

eccentrically than concentrically. This has been well documented 

since by researchers using a variety of methods: walking on an 

inclined plane (Davies & Barnes, 1972; Margaria, 1938); climbing 
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stairs (Hesser, 1965; Kamon, 1970; Pandoif, Kamon & Norman, 1978); 

cycling (Abbott & Bigland, 1953; Abbott, Bigland & Ritchie, 1953; 

Asmussen, 1952; Knuttgen, 1971; Wells, Morrissey & Hughson, 1986); 

running (Asmussen & Bonde-Peterson, 1974; Ito & Komi, 1983; Kaneko, 

Ito, Fuchimoto & Toyooka, 1981; Pierrynowski et al., 1980); and 

sledge ergometry (Aura & Komi, 1986b; Kaneko, Komi & Aura, 1984). 

During any cyclical activity, eccentric work is assumed to be 

equal to concentric work. However, the energy cost is different, 

so efficiency is different. Margaria, in 1938, found the eccentric 

efficiency to be 1.2 times the concentric efficiency in downward 

walking. Davies and Barnes, in 1972, found similar results. Since 

then, many researchers have used this value in their calculation of 

a general efficiency (Bosco, et al., 1982; Ito et al., 1983; 

Kaneko, Komi & Aura, 1984). The ratio of the eccentric efficiency 

to concentric efficiency has been given values ranging from 1.2 to 

125. Asmussen (1952) and Abbott et al. (1952) showed that, for 

bicycling, the negative work is 3 to 125 times more efficient 

(depending on the speed of contraction). Generally, the ratio 

approximated three. Pierrynowski, Winter, and Norman (1980) used 

this value of three in their assumption of the higher efficiency of 

eccentric work (Monod & Sherrer, 1973). The differences in d 

ratios may be attributed to methodological variation, muscular 

factors or metabolic factors. 

The different efficiency between eccentric and concentric work 

is usually explained by the difference in the number of actively 

contracting muscle fibers required at any work load. The 

force/velocity relationship for muscle has shown that each fiber 
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can exert a larger force while being stretched than while 

shortening so fewer fibers are required eccentrically at any given 

force. There is a reduced °2 uptake because there are fewer fibers 

working although the work performed is equal (Bigland & Woods, 

1976). 

The metabolic response is linked to the reduced number of 

fibers needed eccentrically. Most of the physiological responses 

are lower in eccentric work at comparable work loads; especially 

heart rate, cardiac output, pulmonary ventilation, respiratory 

exchange ratio, muscle blood flow and muscle temperature (Knuttgen, 

1986; Monod & Sherrer, 1973). This also lowers the energy cost of 

eccentric muscular work. Eccentric work does result in increased 

total heat production because it is an exothermic reaction. This 

also results in greater muscle temperatures and cutaneous blood 

flow (Dean, 1988). During concentric work, an oxygen deficit is 

almost always found and is much larger than the deficit during 

comparable eccentric work. This difference is caused by the higher 

energy cost of the concentric work. 

The level of lactate in the muscle and blood after exercise is 

one sign that anaerobic respiration is taking place. Bonde-

Peterson, Knuttgen, and Henriksson (1972) examined muscle lactate 

levels of eccentric and concentric work at two levels of work and 

found that only during high concentric work were the levels 

significantly higher. 
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Factors Associated with Varying Efficiencies 

Speed 

The speed of movement has little effect on the efficiency 

during eccentric work (Aura & Komi, 1986b; Kaneko, Komi & Aura, 

1984). However, there was a correlation between the speed of 

movement (knee angular velocity) and the efficiency of concentric 

work (Aura & Komi, 1986b; Kaneko, Komi & Aura, 1984). This 

discrepancy results because of the different response by the 

muscles during eccentric and concentric work to increases in speed. 

During concentric work, increases in speed are caused by more motor 

units being involved. This increases the oxygen consumption. With 

increasing velocities during eccentric work, there is little change 

in oxygen consumption or the number of motor units recruited (Dean, 

1988). 

There is also an increased average rate of oxygen uptake per 

fiber in both eccentric and concentric contractions when the speed 

of contraction is increased. This occurs because there is a change 

in the recruitment of muscle fibers from slow to fast twitch 

fibers, which are less efficient (Bigland & Woods, 1976). 

Intensity 

The relationship between eccentric and concentric efficiency 

and the intensity of the work is similar to the relationship to 

speed. There seems to be a correlation between the intensity of 

work and concentric work but no correlation during eccentric work. 

This is, again, related to the increase number of motor units which 
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are recruited during progressive intensities of concentric work and 

the very small increase during eccentric work (Abbott & Bigland, 

1953; Hesser et al., 1977; Knuttgen, Peterson & Klausen, 1971; 

Komi, 1984). 

Studies Examining Eccentric and Concentric Efficiency 

The separate efficiencies of eccentric and concentric 

contractions are difficult to determine. In order to accurately 

determine these efficiencies, the subject must be performing only 

the desired type of contraction. If there are some eccentric 

contractions while measuring the concentric efficiency, inaccurate 

results will occur. All the studies which have examined eccentric 

and concentric efficiencies have found the eccentric efficiency to 

be greater than the concentric efficiency. (See Table 2.4) 

Efficiencies have mainly been examined in four ways: 1) cycle 

ergometer studies; 2) running or walking studies; 3) stair climbing 

studies; and 4) sledge ergometer studies. 

Two studies which used similar methods and found similar 

results are those by Margaria (1968) and Davies and Barnes (1972). 

Both of these studies examined efficiencies while walking on the 

treadmill. Eccentric efficiency was calculated while walking on a 

downward gradient and concentric on an uphill gradient. Margaria 

stated that the gradient chosen made the work almost entirely 

eccentric or concentric. The gradients were the same and the 

amount of work performed was assumed to be equal. The metabolic 

costs of the exercises were the factors which were used to 

determine the relative efficiency of the work. 
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Table 2.4 Studies Examining the Relative Efficiency of 

Eccentric and Concentric Work 

Author Year 

Asmussen 

Abbott 
et al. 

Margaria 

Kamon 

Knuttgen 
et al. 

Bonde-
Peterson 

Davies & 
Barnes 

Monod & 
Sherrer 

Method Conclusions 

1952 High speed Cycling Compared 02 used 
Treadmill cycling 
uphill and downhill 

1953 2 cycle egometers 
back to back d increased with speed 

1968 Treadmill walking 
up and down 

1970 Climbing & Descending ECC eff 97.6% 
Laddermill Con eff 26% 

1971 Cycling 

1972 Cycling 

1972 Treadmill 
Walking 

1973 Forearm flexor 
dynamometer 

Rasch 1974 

Pandolf, 1978 
Kamon & Noble 

Kaneko, 1984 
Komi & Aura 

Aura & 
Komi 
Wells 
et al. 

Cycling 

Ladder climbing 
Stool Stepping 

Sledge ergometer 

1986 Sledge Ergometer 

1986 Cycling 

125 
3-9 

Compared 02 used 3.7 

1.2 

3.8 

Compared 02 used 4 

Compared 0 2 used 3 

ECC work 5X CON work 1.2 

3 

7.4 Compared 02 used 

CON 24.5%, ECC 129.2% 5.3 
CON 20.1%, ECC 64.6% 3.2 

ECC 85.2 +/- 36.8% 
CON 19.4 +/-2.0% 

ECC 80.2+/-31.8% 
CON 17.1+/-2.2% 
Compared 02 used 2.6-2.8 

4.4 

4.5 
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In both studies, the physiological cost of the eccentric work was 

one fifth that of the concentric work. A relative efficiency ratio 

of 1.2 was given for d, the relative efficiency ratio of eccentric 

to concentric work. In these studies, the actual efficiencies of 

the eccentric and concentric components were not calculated. That 

is because the actual eccentric or concentric work was not 

calculated. The work was assumed to be equal when walking uphill 

(concentric) or downhill (eccentric). The total eccentric or 

concentric work may be similar but additional work adds to the 

metabolic cost. There are eccentric and concentric components in 

each step so a percentage of the oxygen cost during each 

measurement should be attributed to the unmeasured contraction 

type. As well, in both walking and running, a stretch shortening 

cycle has been identified and the elastic energy has been found to 

raise the efficiency of the activity (Williams, 1985). 

Cycle ergometry was the test method used in the largest number 

of studies which looked at the efficiency of eccentric and 

concentric work. Abbott and Bigland (1953), Abbott, Bigland and 

Ritchie (1953), Asmussen (1953), Bonde-Peterson, Knuttgen and 

Henriksson (1972), Hesser, (1977), Knuttgen, Peterson and Klausen 

(1971), Rasch (1974) and Wells, Morrissey and Hughson (1986) all 

looked at this problem. They found d ratios which were usually 

between three and five. However, Asmussen (1953) found that this 

ratio did reach 125 at extremely high velocities. Abbott, Bigland 

and Ritchie found a d ratio of 3.7 at 35 rpm, and as the speed of 

pedalling increased, so did the d ratio. In these studies, the 

eccentric work was assumed to be equal to the concentric work. 
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During eccentric work, the pedals were driven back by a motor, at 

a rate assumed to be equal to the concentric rate. Abbott, Bigland 

and Ritchie (1953) used two cycle ergometers in their study, which 

were placed back to back. One subject pedalled on one cycle 

(concentric work) which turned the pedals of the other cycle which 

the other subject was resisting (eccentric work). The work done by 

the cyclists was assumed to be equal and opposite. However, the 

positive work cyclist did the internal work for both the subjects 

by pedalling the bikes (Winter, 1990). In these studies, like the 

treadmill studies, the actual work is not calculated and only the 

ratio of the oxygen uptake is used to obtain the d ratio. Abbott 

and Bigland (1953) were the only researchers to calculate 

efficiency, and they found negative efficiencies of 47-160%. Komi 

(1990) stated that in cycling, there is a stretch shortening cycle 

which occurs in the gastroc-soleus complex. This cycle may be the 

reason why cycling studies typically have found a larger efficiency 

than other studies. 

Kamon (1970) and Pandolf et al. (1978) examined eccentric and 

concentric efficiencies while their subjects climbed or descended 

a ladder. Kamon found an average eccentric efficiency of 97.6% and 

a concentric efficiency of 26%. These values produce a d ratio of 

3.8. Pandolf's study found an average eccentric efficiency of 

129.2% and a concentric efficiency of 24.5%. The d ratio was 

calculated to be 5.3. Pandolf et al. also looked at stair climbing 

and found an eccentric efficiency of 64.6%, a concentric efficiency 

of 20.1% and a d ratio of 3.2. In these studies there are 

inaccuracies because of: 1) the inclusion of the stretch shortening 
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cycle in each step; 2) the inclusion of both eccentric and 

concentric contractions in each step; and 3) no calculation of the 

internal work component in each step. 

The studies which seem to have separated the eccentric and 

concentric work periods the most efficiently were the sledge 

ergometer studies of Kaneko, Komi and Aura (1984) and Aura and Komi 

(1986b). The sledge ergometer is an apparatus in which the subject 

either lowers (eccentric) or pushes (concentric) the body and a 

weight. The ergometer used consisted of 1) a sledge (33kg) to which 

the subject was fixed in a sitting position, 2) a slide on which 

the sledge ran along a low friction aluminum track and 3) a force 

plate placed rectangularly to the sliding surface. The slope of the 

slide was fixed at 20 degrees with respect to the horizontal line. 

The sled was similar to a hip sled (a modern weight lifting 

apparatus) (Aura & Komi, 1986b). 

The mechanical work done by muscle in positive or negative 

work was assumed to be equal to the calculated maximum kinetic 

energy obtained from the force plate data. The positive work was 

then done by muscles to develop maximum kinetic energy in 

concentric contractions, whereas in the eccentric contraction, the 

maximum kinetic energy was absorbed by the leg extensor muscles 

(Aura & Komi, 1986b; Kaneko, Komi & Aura, 1984). The two studies 

found very similar results. Kaneko, Komi and Aura found an 

eccentric efficiency of 85.2 +/- 36.8%, a concentric efficiency of 

19.4 +/- 2.0% and a d ratio of 4.4. Aura and Komi found an 

eccentric efficiency of 80.2 +/- 31.8%, a concentric efficiency of 

17.1 +/- 2.2% and a d ratio of 4.5. Aura and Komi examined the 
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efficiency at various work levels. They found the efficiency to 

decrease as the workload increased concentrically and to increase 

as the intensity increased eccentrically. They also indirectly (by 

using knee angular velocity) studied the effect of velocity on 

muscle contraction. They found no influence of velocity on 

concentric efficiency; but during eccentric work, high stretch 

velocities were associated with increased values of mechanical 

efficiency. 

The force plate data supposedly included both internal and 

external work. However, force plate data would not really account 

for the entire internal work of moving the limbs, and the 

researchers did not compute separate calculations to try to account 

for this internal work. The components of internal work were not 

properly accounted for. A linear measurement of force was used, 

which was 

exercise. 

constant. 

assumed to reflect the muscle's activity during the 

This modelling treats the moments about the knee as a 

During the ascent or descent the internal moments due to 

the gravitational forces vary as the angle of the knees change. 

The mass of the lower leg was incorrectly included as part of the 

total force. The mass from the lower leg should have been 

eliminated from the total force as it doesn't load the musculature 

of the knee extensors/flexors. 

Important Points 

1) Very few studies have isolated eccentric and concentric 

muscular contractions when trying to determine their 

efficiency. Usually the contraction type being examined is 
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the predominant contraction occurring but not the only 

contraction. 

Eccentric muscular contractions are more efficient than 

concentric muscular contractions. 

Many studies have not eliminated the stretch shortening cycle 

as a variable which affects efficiency. This factor can 

greatly increase the apparent efficiency of concentric 

contractions. This is especially true for running studies. 

Studies evaluating the relative efficiency of eccentric and 

concentric work have established d ratios mostly between 3 and 

5. 

2.7 Literature Pertaining to the Equipment 

In 1965, Nobel Prize winner A.V. Hill suggested that an 

instrument should be developed which could record the separate 

eccentric and concentric forces in human muscle. By 1969 Komi 

(1969) had produced a dynamometer which measured the force output 

during eccentric and concentric exercise. The KIN/COM is a similar 

device to Komi's prototype. It is a hydraulically driven, 

microcomputer controlled device designed to measure torque and work 

during eccentric and concentric isokinetic loading (Tredinnick & 

Duncan, 1988). 

In order for any equipment to be used in a significant study, 

the results from it must be valid and reliable. Reliability is 

defined as the consistency of a measurement when all conditions are 

thought to be held constant (Tredinnick & Duncan, 1988). Validity 
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is the accuracy of the measurements. Farrell and Richards (1986) 

were the first to assess the mechanical reliability of the KIN/COM. 

The KIN/COM's measurement of the tested parameters were compared 

with external measurements of the same parameters. They found that 

the KIN/COM produced valid and reliable measurements of the 

velocity and position of the lever arm and the force measurements 

by the strain gauge system. 

The reliability of the measurements of the KIN/COM has been 

found to be quite high by Highgenboten et al. (1988). His pilot 

study results indicated that the KIN/COM results were reliable (r 

> 0.88). Harding et al. (1988) found measurements of knee 

extensor and flexor peak torque, average torque and peak torque 

angle to be very reliable (range 0.936-0.952). Reitz, Rowinski & 

Davies (1988) found correlation coefficients ranging from 0.946-

0.984). Wessel et al. (1988) found eccentric measurements more 

reliable than concentric measures, low velocity measurements more 

reliable than high velocity measures, with all the measurements 

being quite reliable. Snow and Johnson (1988) tested reliability 

at 30 deg./s and 180 deg./s and found all Interclass Correlation 

Coefficients to be above 0.93; Hanton and Lang (1988) found all 

reliability and validity coefficients to be greater than r = .990. 

And Tredinnick and Duncan (1988) found that with a very specific 

protocol, the reliability of concentric and eccentric peak torques 

and work measurements were very good at speeds of 60 deg./s, 120 

deg./s and 180 deg./s. The eccentric peak torque and work 

measurements at 60 deg./s were the only measurements which had a 

low reliability). It can be concluded that with a specific 
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protocol the measurements of the KIN/COM can be assumed to be both 

reliable and valid. 

The use of metabolic measurement carts is the most common method 

of measuring metabolic cost. The validity and reliability of the 

measurements is reported to be good when the operating instructions 

and a specific protocol are followed (McArdle, Katch & Katch, 1986; 

MMC Horizon Systems General Operating Instructions, 1986). 

Important Points 

1) The measurements of the KIN/COM are both reliable and valid 

when a specific protocol is followed. 

2) The measurements of the MMC Horizon metabolic cart is both 

reliable and valid when a specific protocol and the operating 

instructions are followed. 
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Chapter III METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

3.1 Sample Population 

The sample population was composed of 10 male and 10 female 

subjects who volunteered for this study. The 20 subjects (age 26.8 

+/- 2.5 years) were volunteers and consisted of people mainly from 

the university population. All the subjects were accustomed to 

physical activity and were familiar with the knee extension/flexion 

exercise. The strength and fitness level of the subjects was quite 

varied which was acceptable as the study's results were to be 

applicable to the general population. Subjects were informed of 

the nature of the study and then asked to read and sign an informal 

consent form before participating in the study. (Appendix F) 

3.2 Equipment 

3.21 Apparatus for Measuring Metabolic Cost 

The MMC (Metabolic Measuring Cart) Horizon System is a 

metabolic measurement system designed by SensorMedics. The MMC is 

a respiratory gas analyzer which is housed in a mobile cart. It 

contains analyzers for 02 and CO2 which measure the concentrations 

of the expired gases. It also contains transducers which measure 

the volume and temperature of the expired breath. 
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3.22 Apparatus for Measuring Mechanical Work 

The KIN/COM (Kinetic Communicator) robotic dynamometer is a 

hydraulically powered, computer controlled, real time data 

acquisition system, designed to measure resultant muscle torque 

about a joint axis (Price, 1988). The KIN/COM enables a subject to 

do single joint movements through a specified range of motion for 

any contraction type. The variables contraction type (eccentric, 

isometric, concentric), range of motion, start angle, force 

threshold, velocity (from 30 to 240 deg./s), length of pause 

between movements, and number of repetitions can be controlled and 

set in this system. The data collection system records the force, 

velocity and angle of the specified movements. It can then be 

reported in a number of ways using the report programs of the 

KIN/COM software. Most importantly, the KIN/COM system 

incorporates the internal work involved in moving the limb. The 

gravity acting on the segment is measured and the software takes 

this factor into account when calculating the total force created 

by the subject in performing the exercise. (KIN/COM Manual) 

3.23 Other Apparatus 

During the measurement of the force developed by the subjects 

on the KIN/COM a feedback system was used so that the subjects 

could attempt to work at a fixed level. A storage oscilloscope 

(Tektronix, Inc) was used to display the level of force created 

during each repetition as feedback for the subject trying to work 

at the required intensity. 

In a preliminary investigation, surface EMG analyses were used 
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to determine the level of antagonistic contractions and stabilizing 

contractions that occurred during the movements required of the 

subjects. 

3.3 Experimental Protocol 

Subjects attended three testing sessions within a week (with 

sessions at least 48 hours apart). The first session was a 

learning session for the subject to become accustomed to the 

testing protocol and the testing equipment. The last two sessions 

were the testing sessions where data was recorded. The subject's 

VO2 was recorded by the MMC beginning from a resting state, through 

the exercise and recovery periods, until the resting VO2 was 

reached again. The VO2 and RQ were measured and recorded every 15 

seconds with the data being printed out during the course of each 

exercise session. The subject's work output was measured using the 

KIN/COM isokinetic dynamometer. Each exercise session consisted of 

20 repetitions of knee extension/flexion which were either all 

eccentric or all concentric in nature. The muscles involved in 

knee extension are predominantly the quadriceps (rectus femoris, 

vastus lateralis, vastus intermedius, vastus medialis), and the 

tensor fascia latae. The muscles involved in knee flexion are 

predominantly the biceps femoris, semimembranosus, semitendonosis, 

gracilis, sartorius and gastrocnemius (Kendall & McCreary, 1983). 

Each repetition was performed through a range of motion from 

70 degrees of knee flexion to 15 degrees of knee flexion and back. 

During a concentric repetition, the subject pushed the lever arm 
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from 70 degrees flexion to 15 degrees of flexion using primarily 

the quadriceps muscle group. To complete the repetition he/she 

pulled the lever arm back to 70 degrees of flexion using primarily 

the hamstring muscle group. During an eccentric repetition, the 

subject first resisted the extension of the lever from 70 degrees 

to 15 degrees of flexion using primarily the hamstring muscle 

group. Then he/she resisted the return to 70 degrees of flexion 

using the quadriceps muscle group. 

Before the data was collected, preliminary work was done to 

determine if the stabilizing muscles worked at high enough levels 

to significantly alter the V02. While the subject was exercising, 

EMG was recorded from surface electrodes that were connected to the 

stabilizing muscles in the legs to determine their relative level 

of action in comparison to the agonist muscles. 

Preliminary work was also done to determine the intensity 

levels which would be appropriate for the two submaximal levels 

used in the study. The levels were chosen such that the difference 

between the two intensities was sufficiently large to demonstrate 

any significant differences between the responses. The force level 

of the low intensity had to be above the minimum value which the 

KIN/COM requires to move the adapter arm, which is 20 newtons. As 

well, the medium intensity level had to be such that the subject 

was able to exercise submaximally for all 20 reps. 

The positioning and stabilization procedure for the subjects 

was standardized. Each subject was seated on the KIN/COM on the 

exercise bench with the chair back in the upright position. There 

was no variable setting for the length of the chair seat so mats 
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were added between the chair back and the subject's back for those 

subjects who needed additional support. The axis of rotation of 

the machine was lined up with the axis of rotation of the knee. 

The axis of rotation of the knee was taken to be approximately 1.0 

cm distal to the lateral femoral condyle. The stabilization of the 

body was completed using three velcro straps. One strap worked as 

a seat belt stabilizing the trunk and was positioned just above the 

waist. The other two straps stabilized the thigh of the exercising 

leg. One strap was placed over the belly of the vastus medialis 

and the other higher up the thigh, 10-12 cm from the patella. Both 

were securely fastened. The subject was instructed to sit upright 

with his/her arms resting comfortably on the quadriceps with the 

opposite leg dangling freely. These instructions were given to 

limit co-contractions in the upper body. 

The KIN/COM has a gravity compensation program, which measured 

the internal work done in moving the limb. The limb was weighed 

before any exercise was done. The KIN/COM then calculated the work 

involved in moving that limb against gravity for the number of 

repetitions, at the velocity of movement, and through the ROM 

chosen. This internal work was added (or subtracted - depending on 

the direction of movement) to the external work to compute the 

total work done in the exercise. 

During the actual testing, the MMC calculated the VO2 and RQ 

every 15 seconds. This data was used to determine the energy 

expenditure during exercise. The resting rate was the average of 

the four VO2 rates recorded before the exercise began. The point 

at which the VO2 returns to rest is an arbitrary one which needs 
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clarification. For this study, the point at which the VO2 returns 

to a resting level was determined if any of the following 

conditions were met: 

1) the point at which the 15 s VO2 dropped below the resting 

value, and stayed below this point for 3 readings. 

2) the point at which the caloric value of the 15 s VO2 readings, 

which were below the resting value, was greater than the 

caloric value of any remaining VO2 readings above the resting 

value. 

3) the point at which the 15 s VO2 reading was within 10% of the 

resting VO2 for 4 readings. 

The first session for the subject was used as an introduction 

to the protocols and equipment which they were to be tested on. 

This session, as well as the warm up trials on the test days, was 

designed to reduce any possible effect of learning on the test 

results. There is some degree of practice and coordination needed 

to perform the eccentric tests, and the learning sessions provided 

the opportunity to adjust to the new movements. In the learning 

session, the subjects worked at the relative intensities, 

velocities and contraction types required for the testing. They 

practised each test protocol until they felt comfortable with the 

movements. They also were introduced to breathing through a 

mouthpiece with a nose clip on. 

The experimental design was a single group repeated measures 

design. Each subject was tested eight times during two testing 

periods. The exercise protocols were as follows: 
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Protocol Speed Intensity of Exercise Contraction Type 

1 60 deg./s LOW ECC 

2 60 MED ECC 

3 120 LOW CON 

4 120 MED CON 

5 60 LOW CON 

6 60 MED CON 

7 120 LOW ECC 

8 120 MED ECC 

The subject's exercise protocol was randomly chosen with the 

subject completing protocols 1-4 one day, and 5-8 on the other day. 

In this study, the subjects used their preferred leg for all 

testing. The subjects warmed up before testing. They stretched 

for a couple minutes, rode the stationary bike for three to five 

minutes and warmed up doing repetitions on the KIN/COM. It was 

important for the subjects to feel comfortable with the eccentric 

movements, and therefore some subjects required a bit longer warmup 

than others. It was important to have the subjects reach a similar 

level of co-ordination in the desired movements. There was no 

information found in the literature which indicated that 

differences in heating the muscles (length of warm up) had any 

effect on efficiency. Therefore, it was felt that a difference in 

co-ordination would have a greater effect on efficiency than any 

differences due to the varied warm up. 
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The actual testing then began. The internal work component 

was accounted for by measuring the gravitational torque using the 

gravity compensation program on the KIN/COM. The exercise 

parameters for the first test were set (velocity, repetitions, 

contraction type, etc). The subject then performed a trial of 3 

repetitions at 100% effort. The height of the oscilloscope's 

tracing was noted for 100% effort by the subject. 

The low and medium feedback levels for the work loads were 

then determined. The medium level was 60% of the height of the 

subject's maximum (MAX) level on the oscilloscope. The low level 

was 30% of the height of the MAX level. The KIN/COM also recorded 

the total force developed during the three repetitions. This total 

force was recorded in order to calculate the relative level of 

intensity of each test. 

The subject was then connected to the MMC and his/her VO2 and 

RQ were recorded. The subject was told to try to relax fully. 

After 2 minutes when the resting VO2 was relatively constant, the 

test protocol was followed. The subject performed either 20 

eccentric repetitions or 20 concentric repetitions at either 30% or 

60% of the MAX level. The oscilloscope feedback system was used by 

the subject so that he/she could adjust his/her effort to the 

desired 30 or 60% level of exertion. The subject was also 

instructed to remain as still and relaxed as possible during the 

repetitions. 

When the repetitions were finished, the subject was instructed 

to continue relaxing. The recording of the VO2 continued until the 

subject's VO2 returned to the resting rate. This procedure was 
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repeated for the remaining trials in the session. 

To establish that the intensity levels attained by the 

subjects were well below the anaerobic threshold (60% VO2MAX), the 

VO2MAX was determined for two of the subjects and compared to the 

subjects VO2 levels during the testing. The Astrand bicycle 

ergometer test was used to indirectly measure the V02. The 

published protocol of the Astrand and Rhyming Bicycle Ergometer 

Test (Astrand, 1986) was followed to measure the VO2MAX. 

3.4 Data Collection 

During the preliminary analysis in preparation for this study, 

a range of motion of 55 degrees was chosen (from 70 degrees to 15 

degrees of flexion). This ROM was considered sufficiently large so 

that the small time of accelerating and decelerating to or from 

zero to the desired velocity would be insignificant compared to the 

time of working at constant velocity. Also, this ROM was chosen 

because the ROM extremes for knee extension/flexion were avoided. 

This avoided one possible source of non muscular negative power, 

which is the passive resistance within the musculoskeletal system 

(Cavanagh, 1983). Most of this power occurs at the end point of 

the ROM in the form of soft tissue, ligamentous, or bony restraints 

to the movement of the limb. 

Twenty repetitions were chosen for the testing periods as it 

enabled the subject to spend a relatively long period of time 

exercising, and still remain within their submaximal level of 

activity (working at low and medium intensities). 
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The amount of work done was recorded on the Work Report from 

the KIN/COM software package. It reported the eccentric work, the 

concentric work and the absolute amount of work done during the 3 

repetition maximal tests and the 20 repetiton submaximal tests. 

This information was used to determine the relative intensities of 

each test. 

3.5 Calculations 

To calculate the total work done, the eccentric or concentric 

work from the KIN/COM work report for each test was used. To find 

the number of calories of work done, the work value in joules was 

multiplied by its caloric equivalent. 

To calculate the number of calories used during the test, the 

caloric equivalent of each VO2 reading must be calculated. In each 

15 second segment, the MMC calculated both the VO2 and the RQ. The 

calories used in each 15 second segment were calculated by 

multiplying the Vol by the caloric equivalent of a litre of 0 2

(determined from the RQ) and dividing by 4 (because the VO2 given 

is actually the V02/minute). 

The resting caloric consumption rate was calculated by 

averaging the last four readings at rest before the start of the 

exercise. The exercise cost for each 15 second interval was the 15 

second VO2 minus the resting V02. The caloric cost was equal to 

the sum of the costs of all of the segments until the VO2 returned 

to the resting rate. 
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The following is an example of this procedure: 

1) 

2) 

Work 
1224.3 

Calories 
112 

Done 
Joules X 

Used 
vo -2 

1 Kcal 
.2925 kcal 

of RO kcalories Used 

4186 Joules = 

Caloric Equivalent 
a) .88 .231 X 4.900 kcal litre/02 /4 = .2830 
b) .90 .241 X 4.928 /4 = .2969 
C) .91 .347 X 4.938 /4 .4284 
d) .87 .268 X 4.8875 /4 .3275 

Resting Caloric Consumption (a+b+c+d)/4 .3340 

e) .85 .509 X 4.8625 /4 = .6188 -.3340 = .2848 
f) .83 .541 X 4.8375 /4 = .6543 -.3340 = .3203 
g) .81 .466 X 4.813 /4 = .5604 -.3340 = .2267 
h) .82 .366 X 4.825 /4 = .4415 -.3340 = .1075 
i) .84 .358 X 4.850 /4 = .4341 -.3340 = .1001 

Total kcalories Consumed 

Efficiency is then 

Above Resting = 1.0394 

Work Done = .2925 kcal = .398 
equal to the Calories Used 1.0394 kcal 

.398 / .186 = 2.14 
Each subject had four eccentric and four concentric 

efficiencies determined. The study also yielded one d ratio for 

each subject at each intensity of workload and speed. Therefore, 

there were four d ratios established for each of the twenty 

subjects. 

3.6 Statistical Analysis 

The efficiencies of the eccentric and concentric muscle 

actions and their relative efficiency (d) were the dependant 

variables. The total work performed and the total number of 

calories consumed were calculated to determine these efficiencies. 

The results of this study were statistically analyzed using an 

analysis of variance for repeated measures design. For the 
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efficiency data, three within subject factors were used: 1) 

contraction type; 2) speed; and 3) intensity. For the ratio d 

data, two within subject factors were used: 1) speed; and 2) 

intensity. All twenty subjects completed the study. The 

statistical analysis of the data was completed using the BMDP 

statistical package 4V (an analysis of variance package). The 

level of statistical significance was chosen to be 0.05. 
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Chapter 1V RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction 

This study investigated the absolute efficiencies and relative 

efficiency of eccentric and concentric muscular work. Twenty 

subjects performed eight isokinetic tests each. The efficiencies 

of the two types of contractions (eccentric and concentric) were 

examined at two speeds of movement (60 deg./s and 120 deg./s) and 

two intensities of work (low and medium). To calculate the 

efficiency values it was necessary to first determine the total 

work performed during these tests, as well as the associated oxygen 

cost. The relative efficiency of each protocol was calculated as 

the eccentric efficiency divided by the concentric efficiency (the 

ratio d). 

4.2 Preliminary Analysis 

The level of error resulting from contractions of the 

stabilizing musculature and co-contractions was examined prior to 

the main collection of data. These contractions add to the energy 

cost of the work without adding to the work output. Therefore, it 

is desirable to reduce the stabilizing contractions and co-

contractions to a minimum. The relative intensities of the 

stabilizing contractions, co-contractions and the active muscles 

were examined using surface EMG recordings. The co-contractions 

were measured from the opposite muscle group to that which was 

working on the same leg, and the stabilizing contractions were 

examined by measuring and the same muscle group on the opposite 
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leg. 

The stabilizing muscles in the hip and trunk were not 

examined. These muscles are deep muscles and cannot be studied 

using surface EMG analysis. Although the main stabilizers were not 

examined, it was felt that by examining the stabilizers in the 

opposite limb, some generalizations could be made about the entire 

body and appropriate changes to the physical stabilization could be 

made. Stabilizing contractions affect both eccentric and 

concentric muscles equally (Bigland, Ritchie & Woods, 1972), and 

therefore would not affect the relative efficiency of these 

contraction types. 

In the preliminary study, the level of measured c9-

contractions and stabilizing contractions was unacceptably high. 

Additional stabilization straps were added, which reduced the 

measured contraction levels at the maximal level of exertion and 

all but eliminated them at the submaximal levels. At an intensity 

of 30%, there was no evidence that any contractions occurred (not 

shown in Table 4.1). Table 4.1 presents the relative contraction 

levels of the co-contracting muscles and the stabilizing muscles 

compared to the active muscles. 

4.3 Collected Data 

The raw data, collected during this study included, the VO2

and RQ for each 15 seconds, during exercise and recovery, for each 

protocol, for each subject. This amounted to 160 pages of data. 

The energy expenditure and work output data is summarized for the 

20 subjects and is presented in Appendix B. The entire raw data 
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Table 4.1 The Relative Contraction Level of Co-contracting and 

Stabilizing Muscles During Knee Extension/Flexion 

Speed Intensity Contraction Muscle Active Co-contraction 
Type Group Contraction Level 

Level (cm) (cm) 
60 deg./s 

100% ECC Quad 3.1 1.0 
Ham 2.0 0.1 

CON Quad 4.4 1.2 
Ham 2.4 0 

60% ECC Quad 1.8 0.2 
Ham 2.0 0.1 

opposite limb 0 
CON Quad 2.0 0.1 

Ham 1.8 0 
opposite limb 0 

120 deg./s 
100% ECC Quad 3.5 1.9 

Ham 2.7 0.3 
CON Quad 5.0 1.8 

Ham 3.6 0.5 
60% ECC Quad 2.0 0.2 

Ham 1.9 0.1 
opposite limb 0 

CON Quad 3.5 0.2 
Ham 3.6 0.1 

opposite limb 0 

Contraction Levels are centimetres of oscilloscope beam 

deflection. 

Quad - quadriceps muscle group - co-contractions 

Ham - hamstrings muscle group - co-contractions 

opposite limb - same muscle group on opposite limb 

- stabilizer 

for one subject is presented in Appendix C along with the 

corresponding calculations which reduced the raw data into the 

summary form found in Appendix B. The calculated efficiencies and 
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d ratios for each subject in each protocol are presented in 

Appendix A. 

4.4 Statistical Results 

Group means, cell means and standard deviations are presented 

in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 for all dependant variables. The results of 

the analysis of variance with repeated measures are presented in 

Table 4.4. 

The three main effects (contraction type, exercise speed, and 

exercise intensity), as well as the two way interaction between 

contraction type and exercise speed were statistically significant. 

Plots of the two way interaction for the two levels of exercise 

intensity are shown in Figure 4.1. The graphs show that as the 

speed of concentric muscle activity increased from 60 deg./s to 120 

deg./s, the efficiency at low intensity changed from 21.92 +/-

5.47% to 22.56 +/- 7.36%, and at medium intensity that efficiency 

changed from 16.51 +/- 3.53% to 17.86 +/- 4.56%. Thus, for 

concentric contractions, the efficiency remained relatively 

constant over the two exercise speeds. However, as the velocity of 

eccentric muscle activity increased, the efficiency at low 

intensity increased from 31.24 +/- 10.66% to 40.12 +/- 14.53%, and 

at medium intensity it increased from 25.64 +/-5.82 to 33.48 +/-

11.42%. 

The results indicate that the mechanical efficiency of 

eccentric contractions is significantly greater than the efficiency 

of concentric contractions under any of the test conditions 

examined. 
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Table 4.2 Group and Cell Statistics for Efficiency 

Group Statistics Mean S.D. Range 

Slow Speed 23.83% +/- 8.70% 9.00-58.90% 80 
Fast Speed 28.50% +/- 13.35% 9.40-65.30% 80 

Low Intensity 28.96% +/- 12.44% 9.40-65.30% 80 
Med Intensity 23.37% +/- 9.71% 9.00-59.90% 80 

ECC Contraction 32.62% +/- 12.03% 11.80-65.30% 80 
CON Contraction 19.71% +/- 5.97% 9.00-37.50% 80 

Cell Statistics 

Slow Speed 

Low Intensity 
ECC 31.24% +/- 10.66% 16.80-58.90% 20 
CON 21.92% +/- 5.74% 14.50-36.30% 20 

Med Intensity 
ECC 25.64% +/- 5.82% 11.80-35.40% 20 
CON 16.51% +/- 3.53% 9.00-24.20% 20 

Fast Speed 

Low Intensity 
ECC 40.12% +/- 14.53% 21.10-65.30% 20 
CON 22.56% +/- 7.36% 9.40-37.50% 20 

Med Intensity 
ECC 33.48% +/- 11.42% 18.50-59.90% 20 
CON 17.86% +/- 4.56% 12.00-31.10% 20 
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Table 4.3 Group and Cell Statistics for d 

n Group Statistics Mean S.D. Range 

Overall Mean 1.731% +/- .6300% .7000-3.300% 80 

Slow Speed 1.5285% +/- .4438% .7000-2.880% 40 
Fast Speed 1.9342% +/- .7230% .7000-3.300% 40 

Low Intensity 1.6985% +/- .6795% .7000-3.300% 40 
Med Intensity 1.7642% +/- .5832% .7200-3.270% 40 

Cell Statistics 

Slow Speed 
Low Intensity 1.4905% +/- .5626% .7000-2.880% 20 
Med Intensity 1.5665% +/- .2910% 1.180-2.333% 20 

Fast Speed 
Low Intensity 1.9065% +/- .7350% .7000-3.300% 20 
Med Intensity 1.9620% +/- .7288% 1.180-2.300% 20 

Table 4.4 Analysis of Variance Table 

Source D.F. 

Efficiency 

Within Effect 
Speed 19 12.36 0.0023* 
Intensity 19 14.24 0.0013* 
Contraction Type 19 76.43 0.0000* 

Interactions 
SI 19 0.01 0.9300 
SC 19 16.88 0.0006* 
IC 19 0.13 0.7225 
SIC 

d 

19 0.21 0.6509 

Within Effect 
Speed 19 15.98 0.0008* 
Intensity 19 0.17 0.6871 

Interactions 
SI 19 0.01 0.9357 

NOTE: * P <0.05 
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Variables Affecting Efficiency 
Speed, Intensity, Contraction Type 

Efficiency 
50% 

40%  

--------- _ ---- -- _ _ 
------------- _ ------

30% 
- ----- --- - .........................

................ . . .......... 

20% 

10% 

................. 

4
-++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++-

00/0  

60 120 
Speed (deg./s) 

+++++++++ Con Med 

  Con Low 

  Ecc Med 

  Ecc Low 

Figure 4.1 Efficiency of Knee Flexion/Extension 
Exercise and the Effect of Speed, Intensity and 
Contraction Type on that Efficiency. 
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The results also indicate that there is a significant decrease 

in mechanical efficiency for both concentric and eccentric 

contractions as a result of an increase in exercise intensity. 

The results of the analysis of variance suggest that 

mechanical efficiency is dependent upon the type of muscle 

contraction, the exercise speed, and the level of exercise 

intensity. However, the interaction effect between the type of 

muscle contraction and the exercise speed indicates that the level 

of change in efficiency with speed can only be predicted if one 

also knows which contraction type is being used. 

4.5 Discussion of the Results 

All the studies reported in the literature have agreed with 

the finding of this study that eccentric efficiency is greater than 

concentric efficiency. The significant main effect for contraction 

type indicates that, in general, eccentric muscle contractions are 

more efficient than are concentric contractions regardless of the 

exercise speed or exercise intensity. This is illustrated in 

Figure 4.1 (on page 113). These results support hypothesis 1.31 

which states that concentric muscle contractions are less efficient 

than eccentric muscle contractions. 

Eccentric muscle contractions can produce similar forces to 

concentric muscle contractions with less energy cost. This is 

because the force required to break the cross bridge protein links 

in the contractile element is greater than the force required to 

hold it at its isometric length (Winter, 1990). 
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In an eccentric contraction, fewer motor units are required to 

attain a certain force level than during a concentric contraction 

(Dean, 1988; Knuttgen, 1986; Moritani, 1988). The V02 of any 

exercise is directly related to the number of motor units required 

for the exercise (Knuttgen, 1986). With fewer motor units required 

to attain a certain force level, the V02 of eccentric work will be 

lower. Therefore, the efficiency is higher. 

The efficiency found for concentric work in this study was 

very similar to the values found in the literature (Table 2.3 on 

page 63 and Table 2.4 on page 86). The efficiency of concentric 

work (with no stretch shortening cycle) is consistently reported in 

the literature at values between 15-25%, and in this study it was 

found to be 21.92% +/- 5.74%. However, the efficiency values for 

the eccentric work in this study were much lower than the 

efficiencies reported in the literature. Eccentric efficiencies in 

the literature had a wide range of values and almost all were 

higher than the 32.62% +/- 12.03% which was found in this study. 

The other studies may have overestimated the actual eccentric work 

or underestimated the energy cost. 

Efficiency can be broken down into the phosphorylative 

efficiency and the contraction coupling efficiency. The 

phosphorylative efficiency does not change between eccentric and 

concentric muscular contractions. In metabolizing any of the 

sources of energy from the body (fat or carbohydrate) to ATP, 40-

60% of the energy is lost. The ATP that is produced is used by the 

muscles to do the work. The highest estimates of this process for 

concentric work are around 50%. In combining these two 
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efficiencies, an overall maximum efficiency of 30% is established 

for concentric work and slightly higher for eccentric work 

(depending upon what the actual maximum value is for the 

contraction coupling efficiency. 

Some other studies have found eccentric efficiencies of over 

100%, which is impossible. Other efficiencies of 80 or 90% are 

just as unlikely in taking energy from a carbohydrate or fat and 

converting it into mechanical energy (because 40-60% is lost in the 

conversion of the food substrate into ATP). 

In the descending work studies (descending laddermill, ladder 

or stairs)(Kamon, 1970; Pandolf et al., 1978), other types of 

negative work may have accounted for what was measured as eccentric 

muscular work. Subjects may have had little or no bend in their 

knees. As they descended, the passive resistance of the 

ligamentous and bony structures may have absorbed some of the 

energy assumed to be absorbed by the musculature. 

The sledge ergometer studies (Aura & Komi, 1986b: Kaneko, Komi 

& Aura, 1984) were the studies which were the most similar to this 

study in calculating efficiency. The subject's work was calculated 

using force plates under the subject's feet. They did not 

calculate internal work separately, stating that the force plate 

data gave the total work which included the external and internal 

work components. The components of the internal work were not 

properly accounted for. A linear measurement of force was used, 

which was assumed to reflect the muscular force exerted during the 

exercise. This method would lead to an overestimation of the work 

done by the muscles. The internal moments at the knee are 
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predominantly caused by gravitational forces acting on those body 

segments located above the knee joint. These muscle moments about 

the knee joint change during the movement because of changes in the 

knee angle. The experimental method used in the sledge ergometer 

studies effectively treated these internal moments as a constant 

value with the internal muscle activity being overestimated during 

the downward movements of the sledge. As well, their force plate 

measurement included the weight of the lower leg, which again would 

lead to an overestimation of the work performed by the knee 

musculature. In summary, there would be an overestimation of the 

work output using this method. 

Another explanation for the higher efficiencies of eccentric 

work found in previous studies may arise because of a changing 

metabolic baseline in eccentric exercise. The baseline usually 

used is the resting metabolic rate. The resting rate includes the 

energy needed to maintain the body's normal state. Included in 

that 'is the maintenance of body temperature. In eccentric 

exercise, the body absorbs external forces and changes the energy 

into heat. Therefore, during eccentric exercise, the resting 

metabolic rate decreases because the body does not have to use as 

much energy to maintain its internal heat. The amount of heat 

created in the eccentric exercise will be proportional to the 

amount of work done. In this study, the subjects performed only 20 

repetitions, which lasted approximately one minute. In the sledge 

ergometer study, the subjects performed 80 repetitions. As the 

length of the exercise period is increased or the intensity of the 

work is increased, there may be an underestimation of the caloric 
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cost of the exercise. This is because some of the cost is hidden 

in the resting baseline value. The studies reported in the 

literature may have been affected more by this factor than this 

study since this present study used a shorter exercise time and 

lower intensities of work. 

A significant main effect for exercise speed was found which 

indicated that mechanical efficiency is dependent upon speed of 

exercise. Superficially this would appear to support subhypothesis 

1.311 which states that the efficiency of muscular contractions 

changes with changes in the speed of movement. However, an 

interaction effect was found between the contraction type and the 

speed of exercise. Figure 4.1 (page 113) illustrates the observed 

increase in mechanical efficiency as speed increases when the 

contractions are eccentric but not concentric. Subhypothesis 

1.3111, which states that the efficiency of eccentric contractions 

increases as the speed of movement increases, is supported. 

Subhypothesis 1.3112, which states that the efficiency of 

concentric contractions decreases as the speed of movement 

increases, is not supported. The concentric efficiency remained 

constant as speed increased. 

The interaction effect between speed and contraction type can 

be explained by understanding the classic force-velocity curve 

(Figure 2.2 on page 15). As the speed increases concentrically, 

the force of contraction decreases. As the speed increases 

eccentrically, the force of contraction increases. When the speed 

increases eccentrically, the muscles are able to create more force 

per motor unit. During eccentric work, the force development 
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depends on the force required to break the actin and myosin cross 

bridges in the contractile element. This force required to break 

the cross bridge protein links, increases as the rate of breaking 

increases (Winter, 1990). The number of motor units does not 

increase so the VO2 does not increase (Dean, 1988). With an 

increase in work output and little or no change in the energy cost, 

the efficiency increases for eccentric contractions. As the speed 

increases concentrically, there is less force created. The primary 

reason for this is a drop in the tension as the cross bridges break 

and then reform in the shortened condition. A second reason for 

the decreased force output is that the fluid viscosity in the 

contractile element and connective tissue provides resistance 

against the muscle contraction (Winter, 1990). As concentric speed 

increases, the number of motor units will increase to try to retain 

the same force levels. Therefore, the VO2 should increase (Dean, 

1988). It should be noted that during maximal tests the number of 

motor units cannot increase, so the overall force output would 

decrease. These facts suggest a decrease in efficiency as the 

concentric velocity increases. However, concentric efficiency in 

this study was found to remain relatively constant. A possible 

explanation for this finding is that the two exercise speeds chosen 

for this study did not provide enough of a treatment difference for 

this effect to be observed. 

A significant main effect was found for exercise intensity. 

This indicates that, in general, mechanical efficiency is dependent 

on the level of intensity of the exercise, regardless of which 

exercise speed or type of muscle contraction is employed. A 
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comparison of the graphs shown in figure 4.1 (page 113) reveals 

that the mechanical efficiency of both concentric and eccentric 

contractions decreases with increases in the level of intensity. 

The concentric efficiency at 60 deg./s decreased from 21.92 +/-

5.74% at the low intensity to 16.51 +/- 3.53% at the medium 

intensity. At 120 deg./s, the concentric efficiency decreased from 

22.56 +/- 7.36% to 17.86 +/- 4.56%. The eccentric efficiency at 60 

deg./s decreased from 31.24 +/- 10.66% to 25.64 +/- 5.82%. At 120 

deg./s, the efficiency dropped from 40.12 +/- 14.53% to 33.48 +/-

11.42%. These results supports subhypothesis 1.312, which states 

that the efficiency of both eccentric and concentric muscular 

contractions decreases with increases in the intensity of the work 

load. 

The decreased efficiency can be attributed to the combination 

of three factors: 1) the increased metabolic overhead (cost of 

heart and lung function, etc.); 2) the 

fibers which are selectively recruited 

increases; and 3) the increase in the 

lower efficiency of FT 

as exercise intensity 

number of motor units 

recruited at higher intensities. More motor units require a 

greater VO2 which increases the energy cost (Aura & Komi, 1986b; 

Gladden & Welch, 1978; Henry & DeMoor, 1950; Hesser, 1977). 

The difference in the variance between the eccentric and 

concentric efficiencies was substantial (see standard deviations in 

Table 4.2 on page 111). The variance of the eccentric efficiency 

was much larger than that of the concentric efficiency. Others 

(Aura & Komi, 1986b; Kaneko, Komi & Aura, 1984) have also found 

eccentric efficiency values to be more variable than concentric 
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efficiency values. The most likely reason for this is less 

familiarity with the coordination of eccentric movements, as 

compared to concentric ones (even after the learning trials). 

Since mechanical efficiency values were shown to be dependent 

on both speed and intensity, separate d values were calculated for 

all of the possible conditions. They are reported in Table 4.3 

(page 112). The d values reported in the literature have not taken 

these factors into account. In order to compare this study with 

others in the literature an overall mean for the relative 

efficiency was established. The overall mean for the relative 

efficiency of the eccentric and concentric muscular contractions 

(d) was determined by pooling the results obtained for the 

different exercise speeds and levels of intensity (Table 4.3). The 

mean was 1.731, meaning that the efficiency of the eccentric work 

was 73% higher than the efficiency of the concentric work. The 

ratio ranged from .700 to 3.300 and had a standard deviation of 

.6300. This wide range of values does not support hypothesis 1.32, 

which states that there is a consistent ratio which relates the 

efficiencies of eccentric and concentric muscular work. 

The mean for d was much lower than most of the values found in 

the literature (Table 2.4 on page 86). Margaria (1968) and Davies 

and Barnes (1972) recorded values which were the closest to the 

values in this study. They found a d ratio of 1.2. However, they 

didn't actually compute the efficiencies. They used the relative 

metabolic cost of exercises assumed to have the same work output. 

The biggest apparent difference between the results of this present 

study and the results of others was in eccentric efficiency. In 
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most other studies (Table 2.4 on page 86), the eccentric efficiency 

was two to three times greater than that found in this study. The 

concentric efficiency values from other studies were similar to 

those calculated in this present study. Explanations for the 

differences between the eccentric efficiencies have been given 

previously. 

A significant difference was found in d (Table 4.4 on page 

112) due to changes in speed (p=.0008). The mean increased from 

1.5285 to 1.9342 as the speed changed from 60 deg,/s to 120 deg./s. 

This does not support subhypothesis 1.321, which states that d is 

consistent at all speeds. This lack of a consistent relationship 

can be understood by examining the force velocity relationship 

(Figure 2.2 on page 15) as described in the literature review. As 

speed increases eccentrically, the contraction force increases. 

Eccentrically, increases in speed do not change the number of motor 

units involved. Therefore, the efficiency is higher, as the work 

done is greater with little or no change in energy cost. Eccentric 

efficiency was found to increase as speed increased in this study. 

The d ratio increases because the eccentric efficiency is the 

numerator in the calculation of d. 

The intensity of the workload was found not to have a 

significant effect on d (p=.6871). The mean was 1.6985 at low 

intensity and 1.7642 at medium intensity. These results support 

subhypothesis 1.322, which states that d is consistent at all 

submaximal work loads. The efficiencies of both eccentric and 

concentric work decreased with an increase in the intensity of the 

workload. This can be attributed to the three reasons given 
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earlier: 1) increased metabolic overhead; 2) lower efficiency of FT 

fibers; and 3) increased VO2 caused by additional motor units. The 

eccentric and concentric efficiencies were affected similarly by 

these factors, as evidenced by the very small change in d. 

In this study, the variance of both the calculated mechanical 

efficiency and the relative mechanical efficiency (d) increased 

with the level of the dependant variable. That is, as either the 

mechanical efficiency or d increased so did the standard deviations 

(see Tables 4.2 and 4.3 on pages 111-112). 

The approximate percentage of VO2 MAX that the subjects worked 

at was calculated to ensure that the subjects did not work using 

anaerobic metabolism. Anaerobic metabolism creates more 

inaccuracies in the calculation of the metabolic cost because of 

the use and reconversion of lactic acid. The anaerobic threshold 

occurs around 60% VO2 MAX (Skinner & McLellan, 1980). Levels of V02

MAX below that were deemed acceptable. The VO2s of two subjects 

were analyzed and compared to their VO2 MAX. The subjects worked 

at maximums of 24.7 and 25.3% of VO2 MAX during testing (Appendix 

G). Thus, it was determined that there was no confounding effect 

from anaerobic respiration. 

4.6 Sources of Error 

Three sources of error must be considered when examining the 

validity of the results of this study. The first possible source 

of error would be the subject's inability to perform the set of 

repetitions while staying in a relaxed state. Any contractions 

extraneous to the knee flexors/extensors would add to the metabolic 
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cost of the exercise. The subjects adapted to the new exercise 

protocol with different levels of success. Even after the learning 

session and warm up trials, there was variation in the co-

ordination with which the subjects were able to complete the 

repetitions. This was especially true for the eccentric 

repetitions. This may have affected the level of co-contractions 

and the ability of the subjects to relax during the testing 

periods. 

The second possible source of error would be the subject's 

inability to work at the desired intensity. Because of differences 

in co-ordination and adaptability to the exercise protocol, some 

subjects were able to use the feedback system more efficiently and 

work closer to the desired intensities of 30 and 60%. Some 

subject's low and medium intensity levels were very close (which 

would make differences between intensities difficult to detect) 

(See Appendix D - Intensities of Workloads). 

The third possible source of error would occur due to 

hyperventilation which may have occurred during the exercise. 

Sometimes subjects hyperventilate when breathing through a 

mouthpiece. This increases the RQ which is used to calculate the 

exact caloric expenditure during exercise. The greatest possible 

error due to this factor is 4% (Guyton, 1981; Lamb, 1984). 
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Chapter V SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Summary 

This study investigated the efficiency and relative efficiency 

of eccentric and concentric muscular contractions as well as the 

influence of speed and work load on these efficiencies. 

Twenty subjects from the university population participated in 

this study. All subjects had energy consumption and work outputs 

measured while working isokinetically on the KIN/COM dynamometer. 

The efficiency of the two types of contractions (eccentric and 

concentric) were examined at two speeds of movement (60 deg./s and 

120 deg./sec) and two intensities of work (low [30% of MAX] and 

medium [60% of MAX]). 

Analysis of variance with repeated measures revealed 

significant main effects for contraction type, exercise speed and 

exercise intensity. As well, there was a significant interaction 

effect between speed and contraction type on efficiency. A 

significant main effect of speed on d was also found. 

Efficiency has often been reported in the literature without 

specifying the speed and intensity at which the efficiency was 

measured. This study demonstrates the dependancy of efficiency on 

contraction type, speed, and intensity. Without reporting the 

conditions of the study, the efficiency values are meaningless. 
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5.2 Conclusions 

Based on the results of the statistical analyses and within 

the limitations and delimitations previously defined, experimental 

hypothesis 1.31 and subhypotheses 1.3111, 1.312 and 1.322 were 

supported. Experimental hypothesis 1.32 and subhypotheses 1.311, 

1.3112 and 1.321 were not supported. The following conclusions can 

be made: 

1) Concentric muscular contractions are less mechanically 

efficient than eccentric muscular contractions (supports 

hypothesis 1.31). Concentric efficiencies were found to be: 

60 deg./s, Low Intensity - 21.92 +/- 5.74% 

60 deg./s, Medium Intensity - 16.51 +/- 3.53% 

120 deg./s, Low Intensity - 22.56 +/- 7.36% 

120 deg./s, Medium Intensity - 17.86 +/- 4.56% 

Eccentric efficiencies were found to be: 

60 deg./s, Low Intensity - 31.24 +/- 10.66% 

60 deg./s, Medium Intensity - 25.64 +/- 5.82% 

120 deg./s, Low Intensity - 40.12 +/- 14.53% 

120 deg./s, Medium Intensity - 33.48 +/- 11.42% 

2) The mechanical efficiency of the muscular contractions was 

found to change significantly as the speed of movement 

changes. However, the interaction effect between the type of 

contraction and the speed of contraction supercedes this 

result and indicates that subhypothesis 1.311 is not supported 

as stated in the original hypotheses. A graph of the results 

reveals that a change in speed affects the eccentric 

efficiency (supports subhypothesis 1.3111) but not the 
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concentric efficiency (does not support subhypothesis 1.3112). 

3) Eccentric and concentric efficiency decreases as the intensity 

of the work increases (supports subhypothesis 1.312). (See 

efficiencies in conclusion 1). 

4) The ratio d, which relates the mechanical efficiency of 

concentric and eccentric muscular efficiency, is not a 

constant value (does not support hypothesis 1.32). The 

overall mean for d was 1.731 +/- .6300. The d ratios were 

found to be: 

60 deg./s, Low Intensity - 1.4905 +/-.5626 

60 deg./s, Medium Intensity - 1.5665 +/- .2910 

120 deg./s, Low Intensity - 1.9065 +/- .7350 

120 deg./s, Medium Intensity - 1.9620 +/- .7288 

5) The ratio d, changes significantly with changes in the speed 

of the workloads (does not support subhypothesis 1.321). At 

60 deg./s the mean value of d was 1.525 +/- .4438. At 120 

deg./s d was 1.9342 +/- .723. 

6) The ratio d, does not change significantly with changes in the 

intensity of the workloads (supports subhypothesis 1.322). At 

low intensities the mean value of d was 1.6985 +/- .6795. At 

medium intensities d was 1.7642 +/- .5832. 
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5.3 Recommendations 

1. The number of practice or learning sessions should be 

increased from the single session used in this study. The all 

eccentric flexion/extension movement is a new pattern for most 

subjects and it takes some learning and practice before they 

are comfortable with the movement. 

2. Further studies should be done to examine the effect of the 

work load intensity on efficiency. More intensities should be 

tested as well as larger differences between the intensities. 

This research would assist in understanding the relationship 

between intensity and efficiency. 

3. Further research should be done to examine the effect that the 

stabilizing muscles have on the energy cost during knee 

extension/flexion. The deep stabilizers of the hips and trunk 

need to be studied in this area. 
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Efficiency and Relative Efficiency of Each Test in this Study 

Subject 

EFFICIENCY 

60 DEG./S 120 DEG./S 
LOW MED LOW MED 

ECC CON ECC CON ECC CON ECC CON 

d 

60 DEG./S 120 DEG./SEC 
LOW MED LOW MED 

1 289 233 250 150 308 094 279 192 1.24 1.67 3.28 1.45 
2 308 264 235 137 288 188 224 149 1.17 1.72 1.53 1.50 
3 222 318 240 165 628 375 350 253 0.70 1.46 1.68 1.38 
4 295 187 336 242 419 217 223 311 1.62 1.39 1.93 0.72 
5 398 226 250 177 575 247 275 155 1.76 1.41 2.33 1.77 
6 301 223 322 229 334 276 523 160 1.35 1.41 1.21 3.27 
7 403 174 247 169 653 276 423 175 2.32 1.46 2.37 2.42 
8 431 363 288 228 450 226 328 175 1.19 1.26 1.99 1.87 
9 211 150 195 146 408 172 307 222 1.41 1.34 2.37 1.38 
10 343 252 288 164 317 208 465 154 1.36 1.76 1.52 3.02 
11 196 145 279 133 211 153 185 162 1.35 2.10 1.38 1.14 
12 422 208 310 169 474 323 599 196 2.03 1.83 1.47 3.06 
13 367 175 237 174 581 176 407 149 2.10 1.36 3.30 2.73 
14 255 268 354 154 225 322 235 122 0.95 2.30 0.70 1.93 
15 205 149 280 163 252 175 412 174 1.38 1.72 1.44 2.37 
16 589 204 283 158 644 223 255 152 2.88 1.79 .2.89 1.68 
17 168 171 169 143 359 285 241 228 0.98 1.18 1.26 1.06 
18 192 269 267 172 315 282 451 169 0.71 1.55 1.12 2.67 
19 398 186 181 138 312 196 274 120 2.14 1.31 1.59 2.28 
20 256 219 118 090 271 098 239 155 1.17 1.31 2.77 1.54 

Efficiencies are 1000th of the 
numbers here 
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Work Output and Energy Expenditure 

Subject 
LOW 

ECC 

60 deg./s 
MED 

CON ECC CON 
LOW 

ECC 

120 deg./s 
MED 

CON ECC CON 

WO 1 .2322 .3266 .4378 .5136 .3403 .1461 .4797 .4128 
EE .8034 1.403 1.754 3.419 1.105 1.552 1.717 2.146 
WO 2 .5894 .6043 .9180 .8566 .4441 .2316 .7840 .6817 
EE 1.912 2.290 3.901 6.268 1.546 1.234 3.501 4.019 
WO 3 .5006 .3449 .6772 .6725 1.032 .8462 1.056 1.017 
EE 2.257 1.084 2.819 4.065 1.643 2.258 3.015 4.019 
WO 4 .5964 .4710 .9685 .7296 .5595 .2617 .7479 .6071 
EE 2.019 2.525 2.879 3.016 1.334 1.207 3.359 1.955 
WO 5 .2844 .2669 .4120 .4753 .3757 .2136 .6181 .5258 
EE .7138 1.182 1.651 2.689 .6533 .8637 2.251 3.400 
WO 6 .4464 .3282 .6368 .5238 .4877 .2101 .7266 .6216 
EE 1.485 1.475 1.975 2.284 1.460 .7604 1.388 3.881 
WO 7 .3283 .3362 .5475 .5374 .4408 .2077 .7992 .4251 
EE .8145 1.936 2.219 3.182 .6750 .7526 1.889 2.426 
WO 8 .3340 .3139 .3612 .4570 .3036 .2575 .4335 .3771 
EE .7789 .8658 1.252 2.000 .6750 1.138 1.321 2.151 
WO 9 .4880 .3796 .7685 .6382 .6243 .4336 1.010 .8449 
EE 2.313 2.527 3.949 4.384 1.529 2.523 3.293 3.809 
WO 10 .3606 .2348 .5028 .4328 .2990 .1358 .4045 .3655 
EE 1.050 .9334 1.745 2.632 .9430 .6518 .8703 2.373 
WO 11 .3161 .2322 .3873 .3370 .4033 .1644 .4261 .3679 
EE 1.613 1.598 1.390 2.534 1.915 1.075 2.307 2.266 
WO 12 .5238 .4609 1.009 .8436 .3891 .3923 .5791 .6419 
EE 1.242 2.215 3.253 4.995 .8204 1.215 .9660 3.274 
WO 13 .4117 .3550 .6060 .6680 .3133 .2894 .5702 .4917 
EE 1.123 2.024 2.554 3.839 .5397 1.640 1.399 3.291 
WO 14 .2436 .3419 .4020 .6134 .3296 .2435 .4557 .4747 
EE .9536 1.275 1.135 3.993 1.468 .7567 1.941 3.904 
WO 15 .3430 .4065 .5871 .7193 .3709 .2973 .6225 .6466 
EE 1.672 2.720 2.100 4.418 1.471 1.677 1.513 3.711 
WO 16 .3092 .3699 .6114 .4960 .3809 .2085 .6850 .4136 
EE .5252 1.816 2.162 3.134 .5919 .9363 2.682 2.722 
WO 17 .3820 .4019 .8065 .7813 .4754 .3347 .7250 .6448 
EE 2.278 2.351 4.780 5.454 1.326 1.175 3.006 2.829 
WO 18 .2923 .2645 .4389 .3747 .2070 .1170 .3996 .3310 
EE 1.525 .9820 1.645 2.184 .6565 .6272 .8853 1.962 
WO 19 .4140 .2925 .6106 .5560 .3298 .2575 .5227 .3865 
EE 1.039 1.575 3.382 4.032 1.056 1.311 1.905 3.224 
WO 20 .4988 .4640 .8757 .7634 .6586 .6085 1.029 .8351 
EE 1.945 2.121 7.404 8.495 2.432 6.179 4.311 5.399 

WO - Work Output (kcal) 

EE - Energy Expenditure (kcal) 
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Calculation of Efficiency from Raw Data 

Example: Subject 18; Eccentric Contraction, 
120 deg./s, 
Low Intensity 

A. Amount of Work Performed - See KIN/COM Work Report 
for Raw Data 

Eccentric Work Done = 868.0 Joules 

Work Performed = 868.0 Joules X 1 Kcal 
4186 Joules 

= .2070 Kcal 

B. Calories 

vo2- 

Consumed During Work - See Real Time Report 
for Raw Data 

EQ Caloric Equivalent Kcal 
per liter 0 2

0.257 0.81 4.813 Kcal .3092 
0.251 0.80 4.801 .3013 
0.183 0.77 4.764 .2180 
0.191 0.77 4.764 .2275 

Exercise Begins 
0.318 0.77 4.764 .3787 
0.452 0.84 4.850 .5481 
0.285 0.89 4.914 .3501 
0.333 0.90 4.928 .4103 

Exercise Ends 
0.238 0.85 4.8625 .2893 
0.192 0.83 4.8375 .2322 
0.193 0.82 4.825 .2328 

The Resting Rate of Caloric Consumption is taken by averaging 
the four Kcal values before the exercise starts. 

Resting Rate = .3092 + .3013 + .2180 + .2275 = .2640 
4 
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Kcal - Resting Rate = Kcalories Consumed 

.3787 - .2640 = .1147 

.5481 - .2640 = .2841 

.3501 - .2640 = .0861 

.4103 - .2640 = .1463 

.2893 - .2640 = .0253 

.2322 - .2640 

.2328 - .2640 . - 

.6565 

The total work performed amounted to .2070 Kcal. 
The total calories comsumed amounted to .6565 Kcal. 

C. Efficiency = A / B = .2070 / .6565 = .315 

IC:: x INJ Clr-1 War r:D. CD r -

FILE ECCFSTLI.18 PATIENT 
JOINT KNEE FUNCTION ECC 
SIDE DOCTOR kWM 
DATE 011687 TIME 03:29 

EXERCISE MODE VELOCITY RANGE OF MOTION - 55 
START ANGLE 189 RETURN ANGLE 134 
NUMBER OF STOPS 1 POSITIVE VELOCITY 120 
NEGATIVE VELOCITY -120 POSITIVE FORCE -20 
NEGATIVE FORCE 20 REPETITIONS 20 
STOP DURATION 0 LEVER RADIUS 290 
GRAVITY ANGLE 133 REFERENCE ANGLE 133 
GRAVITY FORCE 63 

GRAVITY COMPENSATION ON 

Range of Motion = 

Concentric Work = 
Eccentric Work = 

Net Work = 

Absolute Work = 

55 degrees 

44.234 joules 
-868.048 joules 

-823.814 joules 

912.282 joules 

Work in Positive direction = -785.686 joules 
Work in Negative direction = -38.127 joules 
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REAL-TIME REPORT 

ID Number: 18 

Time Time Va2 UO2JKG po 
STO 

min min Umin 

Date: Jun 11, 1989 
Time: 17:13 
Preset Name: Classic#7 

Measured F102 = 0.2071 

/kg 

0:17 0.28 0.107 9.0 0.81 
0:31 0.57 0.130 2.9 0.80 
0:15 0.75 0.171 3.8 0.79 
1:01 1.02 0.222 1.9 0.78 
1:16 1.27 0.215 5.1 0.79 
1:33 1.55 0.257 5.7 0.81 
1:17 1.78 0.251 5.6 0.80 
2:02 2.03 0.183 1.1 0.77 
2:16 2.27 0.191 1.2 0.77 2:35 Exercise Begins 

2:31 2.57 0.318 7.1 0.77 
2:53 2.80 0.452 10.0 0.81 
3:01 3.02 0.285 6.3 0.89 Eccentric; 120 deg./s; low intensity 
3:18 3.30 0.333 7.1 0.90 
3:35 3.58 0.238 5.3 0.85 
3:16 3.77 0.192 1.3 0.83 
1:01 1.02 0.193 1.3 0.82 
1:17 1.28 0.211 5.3 0.82 
1:31 1.52 0.171 3.8 0.81 Eccentric; 120 deg./s; medium intensity 

1:47 1.78 0.197 lA 0.81 
5:03 5.05 0.187 4.1 0.82 
5:16 5.27 0.198 IA 0.82 
5:34 5.57 0.2c6 5.5 0.79 
5:15 5.75 0.239 5.3 0.79 
6:00 6.00 0.318 7.0 0.78 
6:18 6.30 0.191 11.0 0.81 
6:31 6.57 0.211 1.7 0.77 
6:17 6.78 0.261 5.8 0.77 
7:05 7.08 0.331 3.7 0.80 
7:15 7.25 0.159 3.5 0.85 
7:37 7.62 0.333 7.1 0.92 
7:45 7.75 0.150 3.3 0.92 
8:02 8.03 0.123 2.7 0.87 
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Nam e 

ID 18 

Ui

C \1 
O 

-

11 

Q 

Date 6-14-09 
Changes in VO

2 
During Eccentric Work Page 01 
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A 

A A 
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medium intensity 
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Changes in RQ During Eccentric Work 
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Intensities of Workloads Attained in each Test 

Subject 

LOW 
60 deg./s 
ECC CON 

120 deg./s 
ECC CON 

MEDIUM 
60 deg./s 120 deg./s 
ECC CON ECC CON 

1 36.8 41.4 46.9 21.0 69.4 65.1 66.1 59.3 

2 41.3 39.7 30.1 20.1 64.3 56.2 54.6 59.2 

3 44.4 33.8 76.7 71.0 60.0 65.9 78.5 85.3 

4 33.2 33.9 37.3 20.1 53.9 52.5 49.9 46.7 

5 32.5 31.1 40.4 30.8 47.0 55.4 66.5 75.8 

6 43.3 42.2 47.5 27.1 61.8 67.3 70.7 80.2 

7 33.2 36.0 37.0 37.0 55.4 57.5 67.1 75.7 

8 47.3 38.8 38.5 41.9 51.2 56.4 54.9 60.8 

9 31.3 28.2 41.2 35.5 49.3 47.4 66.7 68.9 

10 49.7 32.8 38.7 25.5 69.3 60.5 52.4 68.7 

11 52.6 37.5 79.2 25.5 64.5 56.1 83.7 57.1 

12 29.5 30.2 30.9 29.3 56.8 55.4 46.0 48.0 

13 32.8 31.3 30.4 37.4 48.2 58.5 55.3 63.6 

14 30.7 41.5 40.0 35.2 50.7 74.4 55.4 68.6 

15 31.3 41.4 38.4 36.0 53.6 73.2 64.4 79.2 

16 36.5 52.9 40.0 34.8 72.1 71.0 71.8 69.0 

17 29.9 32.6 35.4 29.9 63.1 63.5 54.0 58.0 

18 37.5 37.4 29.4 28.4 56.4 53.0 56.7 53.2 

19 46.1 31.8 34.2 35.4 68.0 60.4 54.2 68.6 

20 36.7 33.2 41.9 51.4 64.5 54.7 65.5 70.6 

During the LOW tests, the subject was trying to work at 
approximately 30% of his/her maximum force output. During the 
MEDIUM tests, the subject was trying to work at approximately 60% 
of his/her maximum force output. 
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Caloric Equivalents for 02 and Foodstuff Contributions to Energy 

For Nonprotein Respiratory Exchange Rates (Lamb, 1984) 

Respiratory Quotient Caloric Equivalent (kcal/liter021 

1.00 5.047 

.98 5.022 

.96 4.997 

.94 4.973 

.92 4.948 

.90 4.928 

.88 4.900 

.86 4.875 

.84 4.850 

.82 4.825 

.80 4.801 

.78 4.776 

.76 4.752 

.74 4.727 

.72 4.702 

.70 4.686 

- for very heavy exercise, a caloric equivalent of 5.0 kcal per 
liter of Oxygen would be expected. 
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UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN 

Research Project Consent Form 

"The efficiency of eccentric and concentric muscle 

contractions." 

Dr. E.J. Sprigings, College of Physical Education, 
Telephone: 966-6481 

K.W. Moore, College of Physical Education, 
Telephone: 966-6498 

This project examines two types of muscle contractions: 
muscle shortening exercise - concentric muscle contractions; and 
muscle lengthening exercise - eccentric contractions. During the 
exercise, the muscles convert a certain amount of energy from the 
body's energy stores to the mechanical energy used in the exercise. 
These two amounts can be measured and the efficiency of the body in 
using its own energy to do work can be calculated. 

Procedures 

Your participation in this project will occur in 3 segments of 
approximately 30 minutes each. 

In the first segment, you will be exposed to the procedures 
and the equipment which will be used. This is the learning phase 
which will attempt to make you feel more comfortable with the 
equipment and the procedures which will be used in the final two 
sessions. 

In the last two segments, data will be collected. While 
exercising on the KIN/COM dynamometer (doing knee extension and 
knee flexion exercise), your oxygen consumption will be analyzed as 
you breath through a mouthpiece which is connected to a metabolic 
cart. In each of the two segments, you will be asked to do 3 
maximal repetitions and 20 submaximal repetitions in 4 exercise 
protocols. 

Any exercise has the potential to cause soreness in the 
muscles. This is especially true for eccentric exercise. However, 
because most of the exercise is submaximal in nature, this may not 
occur. The exercise should be done on a stable knee to avoid any 
joint problems. 

On the day of the last two segments, it is important that you 
refrain from any heavy exercise before the testing and that you 
have a diet that is not overloaded with protein. If you have any 
questions, please ask. 
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-' 3e answer the following questions. 

1. Has your doctor ever said you have heart trouble? 

2. Do you frequently have pains in your heart and chest? 

3. Do you often feel faint or have spells of severe dizziness? 

1 
4. Has a doctor ever said your blood pressure was too high? 

5. Has your doctor ever told you that you have a bone or joint problem such as arthritis that has 

been aggravated by exercise. or might be made worse with exercise? 

6. Is there a good physical reason not mentioned here why you should not follow an activity 

program even if you wanted to? 

7. Are you over age 65 and not accustomed to vigorous exercise? 

You will be free at any time to withdraw from the study. Your 
lentity will remain confidential and only those directly involved 
ith the study will have access to your records and results. 

Please be assured that you may ask questions at any time. I 
ill be glad to discuss your results when they become available and 
welcome your comments and suggestions throughout the study. 

Signature of Investigator Date 

Subject's Statement 

I voluntarily consent to participate in this project. 
understand that I am free to withdraw an any time. The procedures 
have been fully explained to me and I fully understand the contents 
of the consent form, the proposed procedures, and the possible 
risks. 

I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have received 
satisfactory answers to all inquiries regarding this study. 

Signature of Subject Date 
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Maximal VO2  Calculations 

Two subjects had their MAX VO2 calculated after performing a 

submaximal test. The Astrand and Rhyming Bicycle 

Ergometer Test (Astrand, 1986) was used to determine this amount. 

The subject pedalled on a bicyle ergometer at 50 revolutions per 

minute for 6 minutes. Workloads were set to elicit a final heart 

rate of between 120 and 170 beats per minute. Heart rates were 

monitored and measured during the final 15 seconds of each minute. 

The mean of the fifth and sixth minutes were used as the steady 

state working rate. This rate is then compared to a population 

average to estimate the % of VO2 MAX which the subject worked at. 

From this, the VO2 MAX can be predicted. 

Subject A Subject B 

Workload 4 kp 3 kp 

1200 kpm 900 kpm 

Oxygen Requirement 2.8 liter/min 2.1 liter/min 

Working Heart Rate 150 beats/min 138 beats/min 

% VO2 MAX 67% 50% 

VO2 MAX 4.2 liter/min 4.2 liter/min 

Greatest VO2 from 1.038 liter/min 1.061 liter/min 

study 

Greatest VO2 % used 24.7% 25.3% 

in study 
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Please answer the following questions. 

YES NO 

❑ D 
❑ ❑ 

1. Has your doctor ever said you have heart trouble? 

2. Do you frequently have pains in your heart and chest? 

3. Do you often feel faint or have spells of severe dizziness? 

4. Has a doctor ever said your blood pressure was too high? 

5. Has your doctor ever told you that you have a bone or joint problem such as arthritis that has 

been aggravated by exercise. or might be made worse with exercise? 

6. Is there a good physical reason not mentioned here why you should not follow an activity 

program even if you wanted to? 

7. Are you over age 65 and not accustomed to vigorous exercise? 

You will be free at any time to withdraw from the study. Your 
identity will remain confidential and only those directly involved 
with the study will have access to your records and results. 

Please be assured that you may ask questions at any time. I 
will be glad to discuss your results when they become available and 
I welcome your comments and suggestions throughout the study. 

Signature of Investigator Date 

Subject's Statement 

I voluntarily consent to participate in this project. 
understand that I am free to withdraw an any time. The procedures 
have been fully explained to me and I fully understand the contents 
of the consent form, the proposed procedures, and the possible 
risks. 

I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have received 
satisfactory answers to all inquiries regarding this study. 

Signature of Subject Date 
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